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INTRODUCTIO

For the past half century Oscar

Ude ' s novel, '.!l!,!, Picture 2!_ Dorian

Gray, has been the controversial subject matter of many literary writers .
Literary critics have expressed diversities of opinions on the questiona
(1)

at is the novel?" and (2) "What are the aspects of the novel?•

1s the task

or

It

the writer of this study to attempt to showr through thorough

analysis that Oscar

ilde'a novel,

!!!!. Picture 2£_

Dorian Gray, 1s the life

of the author.
It has been observed that many potential readers have avoided the
reading of
invert.

ilde 1 s novel because of the author's r eputation as a sexual.

Readers, associating the novel with

ilde 1 s most appalling life,

seemed to have conceived the idea that the novol is Ull\'fholesome .
'lhe writer Wishes to point out that in order to give fairness to the
author and not to overlook a good work, one should never judge a writing by
the things an author may or may not do in his private life .

Th!

ilde's novel;

Picture 2!, Dorian Gray. represents a work of an artist with unusual

brain power and excellent talents .

The purpose of this investigation is
Picture

~

to

analyze ilde 1s novel, :!l!!_

Dorian Gray, 1n an effort to prove that it is the author's

autobiography.

By pointing out the biographical elements of

ilde's life

through the colorful passages, epigram.,, and paradoxes of his novel, the

writer believes that the readers will be able to comprehend the true
significance 0£ its message , "The struggle of man a gainst good and evil . "

In the light of these statements, it is firmly believed that this study will
be invaluable to t h ose individuals who are interested in an artistic work

that is gaining, by degrees, its popularity and fame on modern stages and
th a ters throughout the land.

The problem under investigation is primarily oonoernedwith those influenc s and factors that are instrumental in the reveaJ.ment of the
characteristics of Wilde's life. implanted in his 1h!, Picture

Gray.

~

Dorian

The first chapter or this study reviews the background of the

Victorian age, including those characteristics that helped to influence the
11.fe and writings of Oscar

ilde.

The second Chapter will illustrate the

----

controversy and storm. of criticisms that Wilde's only novel, The Picture

2!, Dorian Graz, produced. Chapter three will give an analyaiS of Wilde's
!h!_ Picture
woi•};:;;;

2! Dorian Gray,

including a brief review of three well-known

of Wilde prececling the writing of his novel.

Chapter four will give

the swmnary and conclusion.
The primary sources used and referred to in this investigation were
ilde's own novel,

Th!, Picture 2£. Do-rian Gray, edited

by Carl Van Buren;

!2!_ Profundis, Wilde 's autobiographical writings edited by Robert Ross;

ill!_ 2!'._ Ude, edited by Robert Harborough , an intimate friend of the
Wilde family;

~

associate or

scar Wilde r Osear !lli!,i

Wilde, edited by Frank Harris , a close friend and an

fil!.

~

!!!!! Wit,

edited by Hesketh

Pearson, acclaimed by h1S contemporaries as one of the most comp tent
biographers

Frances

ot Oscar Wilde, and Oscar~ !Bs!

inwar.

iii

~

Yellow 'Nineties, by

CHAPTER I
THE VICTuRIA.N AGE A.ND ITS INFLU.rllCJ.iS
ON OSCAR WILDE

The Victorian Age, Which began with the accession of Queen Victoria
to t he throne in 18.37, and continued until her death in 1901, was high-

ligh ted by prosperity, perplexities, and progress, dominant characteristics
of the time.

This era was significantly marked by many ahangcs in thoughts

and practices of writers.
its rel

J&any literary critics of the period condemned

ion as narrow and hypocritical, its morals as prudish, its arts

as stuffy and commonplace, and its literature as romantic and realistic.l
Oscar

Ude, a product of the Victorian Age, was chief among those

critics who made it their nission to break down the conventionalit1 of the
Victorian society.

The late Victorians were encompassed by traditionalism;

every expression and every action of' the individual were re4uired to conform to the rigid rules ot behavior and ethics laid down by th Victorians .
Ude, along with other writers 1 rebelled against the rigidity of the

Victorians for freedom of expressions and actions.
Before venturing further into the forces that pr moted or reacted
against t he t endencies of the age the writer feels that is is important to
discuss characteristics of tha Victorian period that influenced or produced
changes which Wilde and some of his contemporaries effected.
In the opinions of many literary writers, the Victorian Age is justly
considered as England's ''Golden Age II of prosperity and progress.

The

British seemed to have achieved everything a nation may reasonably hope to

----

lrred~rick

1947), p.

xi.

w.

Roe, Victorian Prose ( ew York: The Ronald Press Com1any,

2

attain.

The a e seemed to have been a long day of sunshine, where pros-

perity and progress brought forth a new spirit and a new life in the
Victorian's world.

During Queen ict.oria's re

n,

men oona ntrated their

efforts u on the improvement of mechanical industry, conmunication and
transportation until England became the richest country on earth, sending
forth her products on land and sea to all parts of the world.

The picture

of England was one of acceleration and expansion. After 1837, railroads
became a fashion for builders and travelers.

In 18.36, the Great Western

steamboat came plying through the coastal waters of England.

In 1837, the

tele ra h came, the submarine cable in 1836, and the telephone 1n 1876.l
The Victorians had many reasons to believe in progress, 1f by

pro ess is meant ma.king uses of the resources and materials of the earth
for man's happiness and well-beine.

And that i8

exactly what it meant to

the typical Victorian such as John right and John Macaulay, whose remarkable ability in literary powers were often exhibited in v1vid descriptions
of the achievements of England.

Macaulay wrote t

Our fields are cultivated with a skill unknown else where,
with a skill which has extracted rich harvest from moors
and moorasses. Our houses are filled witn conveniences
which the kings of' former t es might have envied. Our

bridges, our canals, our roads, our modes of communication
fill every stranger with wonder; no where are manuf ctU1'es
carried to perfection1 no where does man exercise such
dominion over .matter.~
The vast material. and economic expansion of England brought about new
currents of' thought, prosperity, wealth, and the rights of man.

quently, various reform measU1~es w re passe in the House of

onse-

ommons that

li3oris Brasol, ____ ...£2!, !h!_ ~n, ~ Artist ( ew Yorkt Charles
Scribner's Sons, 19
• 1-2.

2iioe, ~•

ill•,

P• xii.

extended democracy and education to the p ople as a whole.
as well as the rich, could now enjoy the

them.

The

oor p ople,

rivileges that had been denied

Experience proved to England that democracy and education for tht

oor was not a curse, but a blessing to the growth and development or
their nation.l
However, the economic, political and social problems th t came during
the transition were not the major concern or the Victorians.

In the midst

of the great movements came the questions of religion and morality,
literature and traditional art, questions Which perplexed the whole Victorian
society but roduced only a

· or effect upon the old rigid and religious

practices. The tendency was to adhere to the puritanical b liefs and
customs of the ast.2
Generally speakin, the Victorians were a relieious peopl,

~-

dominantly 11 Puritana 11 in feeling and outlook, although a great majority
re arded themselves as Orthodox Christians. They accepted the Bible as an
inspired Book, literally true from cover to cov r; and firmly believed that
the Scriptures were free from all errors, not only on the side or the
spiritual truth, but on the side 0£ the scientific and historical truth as
well.

The Victorians, being a so-called "reli ious people," naturally

attempted to uphold high moral character. They belie¥ d in a fixed moral

code, set down in the
science.

I

ord

0£

God" and enforced by the power of con-.

Their supreme objects were to discipline and strengthen the mind

and to accustom men to repudiate the pleasurable and accept the painful,
to overcome the natural tastes and aff'eotions, to narrow and weaken the
1 Ibid., P• xiii.
2c1arence R. Decker, The Victorian Conscience (New York: Harcourt,
Brace and Company, 1952), pp"; 25-29.

4
desires.l

In

o r

Ude' s "Preface to The Picture or Dorian Gray, n h struck

basically at the Victorian's mor l code and the infallible Book, the Bible.
Ude -wrote r

1

There is no such thing aa a moral or immoral book.

Booke

are well written o:r badly writ.ten •••• o artist has ethical
sympathies •••• o artist 18 ever

rbid •••• 2

The Victorians shouted in denial of Wilde's statements• because Christian

ethics were bas don

ingle great and moral Book. the Bible.

However,

ild delighted in antagonizing the salt-righteous Victorians, whose

morality and customs he despised.
al.ter Houghton, an English writer, gav the following de cription ot
the rigidity

at the Victorians' conso1enoet

••• The Victorian ' s mind was rigid. It tended to follow one
line or thought ....to look at the object from a single point
of view, to shut out wide interests ., •• The Victorian was
rk d by a want ot flexibility and aptitude for seeing
ore than one side of a thing . His m1.nd oved 1n the grove

of a single order of ideas •••• The Victorians tend to divide
ideas and people and otions into the tight categories of
true-false• good-bad, right--wrong •••and not to recognize
the mixed character of human experiences .3
The Victorian moral and r ligious principles, like any other forces

that find their way through human channels , bad their strengths and their
weaknesses .

Hypoorisy, crime, vice, and other social evils existed

bundantly 1n the Victorian society.

However, England, with all its short

ooming , yielded illustrious characters and profound thinkers .
1

Deckers, 2£• ill.•• PP• 25-JO.
20scar Wilde" "Pre.face to The Picture ot Dorian Gray" (Ohio: the
orld Publishing Company, 1946), PP• 11-12.
alter E. Houghton, The Victorian Frame ot
University Press, 1957), PP• 272-275 .

__g

(Connecticut,

Yale

An expression of this moral dominance was found in the morality of
literature of the period and its relation to 11fe. Literature, both prose
and poetry, seemed to have been actuated by a def1nit moral code.
Fictional literature, especially the novel, was the primary concern of the
The aim of the traditional novelist was to a study life

English public.

and to point out llhat life should be.

The novelist attempted to do for

society llhat Darwin did for science, that is, to tell the truth and to shOIJ
how it might be used to uplift humanity.l

TrollOJ):l' an

lish novelist and a firm believer in the morality of

literature, asserted:
The writer of stories must please or he will be nothing,
and he must teach, whether he wishes to teach or not ••••

If he can make virtue alluring and vice ugly,. while he
charms his reader instead of wearying him,, we think that
be hould not be spoken or as being among the workers of

iniquity who do evil in their eneration •••• It behoves
th~ ~n l~~h novelist to be pure .2

The obligation of the fiction writers waa to write stories that would
"teach and delight," and to renect in their works a true picture of life.
The Victor1.a.n.s believed that the purity of literature would help to im-

prove the moral conditions of society.3
In Os car

ildc 's opinion; the Victorian public was incapable of

distinguishing a good work of art.

~lare

that the novel that it

Vic~orian public called moral was al,rays morbid and that the novel the

called unhealthy -was always a beautiful. and healthy work of fiction. 4

l~•• P• 161-162.
2
necker. 2!?.•

l

-

ill•,

PP • 20-36.

id.

,_

40scar Ude Works (New York; P. F. Collier and Son• 1927), PP• 502-03.

6

reat empha is placed on the morality of llteratU1'"8 allowed the

The

writer little or no time for .freedom of thought in his

thinking and

orks. His way of

1tine was governed by the Victorian's "word of authority."

The averaee E.ng1..1,;11man was narrow in his thinking and beliefs; he could never
lace himself in the position or writers Who disagr ed l'lith him., and be
eould never see the strong point of their questionsJ therefore, literature
ppear d to be one-sided, dull and repetit.ious.l

As th
th

nineteenth. century pro

old bondag

essPd, many writers ventured out trom

of convent1onalistll and Nstruck back 11 with forc;e

t tho e

old puritanical ideas and customs that had formed the foundation of the
The Victorian •s strict JllOral code in literature became a

English society.

tar et of attack.2
The revolt for more democratic literature came from many sourcea1
from the pulpits,. ?lat.forms and press; .from the Orthodox journals• such as

!h! Da;Uy

Chronicle,

onthly Review,

~

__.,! Gazette, ~f~<l-~ ~or and the

Dublin _!l.eview. Revolts also came from those critics who protested on
intellectual grounds.

The_.!!,

....l-1 Gazette

published excerpts from the

novel of Emile Zol.a.t a French novelist, that stirred the minds of the
English public.

Zola •a works wel"e cons1-dered to contain bad examples and

bad emotions that would do harm to the

----

1la.ll Gazette published exoerpts fro

oralit.y of the readers~ Th.e

f!!!

Zola's novel which read as follows:

••• Our literature during the last ttro centuries has b en

terribly hampered by the social tendency of life to slur
expressions and to paraphrase or surpress all forceful and
oignant words.. If we go back to Chaucer or Shakespeare,
we realize what power of expression we have lost. It is

laeorge K. Chesterton•!!!!_ Victorian!&!_!:!! Literature, (New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1948), PP• l08-ll2.
2
~ . , . pl 120.

7

enough to turn to our En ish Bible •••• I1' some of the
stories of the Old Testament were presented to us under
disguise •••we should eel.are that they were filthier
than the filthiest •••• It is a question of how far
vital literat ure can be produced under such conditions.l
As the nine

more viol

enth c

tu.ry adV& C-d• literary writers became more and

t in th ir a tack o tra · tionalism.

make liter ture more flexible and deoocratic
ability of the Victorian societ •
eooial evils of th

The

iters' e.:i.m5 we_

challeng·

the

to

speet-

Their next center of attack was the

E lish aoci ty. Their exposure or the slum conditions

of the poor, the er

, vice and hypocrisy 0£ all class s bro . t eto

protest from the sel -r hteous Victorians .
Rossetti wore among those

of

Charle Swinburn and Dante

iter who were charged with polluting society

with cheap or obscene literature.

To combat such problems, the House or

Commons introduced the act on "obscenity» llhiah reads as follaws:
oeverports , prints, publish s, sells or distribu+,,es
a pamphlet, ballad, printed paper or other things con•
tain.inc obscene,. inde nt or impure lang e, or ll\clnifestl
tending to corrupt the morals o.f youths •••shall be punished
by lmprioonment £or not more than t'fro,Jears or by fine of

not less than one hundred dollars ••••
On tha basis of this act, numerous types

from the English public .

or literature were banned

In 1874 the English Customs Bureau black listed

and f'orbade the importation of 739 books of literary writers. Among these

works were masterpieces of' ancient and modern literature. Nevertheless;

the continuous struggle of writers for literary freedom resulted in a more
flexible literature. By the end of the nineteenth century, the Victorians

had be un to look upon literature more optimistically. Their old ideas,
1 U!l!ligned, "F.mile Zola-The Novelist," ~ ~ Gazette, (Januar, 12,
1892), p. 5.

2cbesterton, 21?.•

fil•,

P• ll5-1JO.

8
that literature

u: t "t

r delight," w r

c.h

Not only in the liter tur

issue

of the Victorian Age wero controversial

dominant but also in th art of the eriod ~uch controvorsywas

evident.

att

'l'h

1

life met strong o

•

t to restore artistic beauty to it r
sition fro

looked uoon art as

the Victorian soc1 t .

evil force afainst

beauty were considered eff'e:uinat and

was common and unashamed.

f the

w ...

le• and

were carved to rese:nbl nowera and
ar as so

thing else." 2

ri d was. an ttack on Victorian art.

inst th thinzs of antiquity; Arnold pre ch d

inst the Victorian art;

The crus d

ed tr> ave bean a da7 f

else was made to ap

Some of the best rose
Carlyle vooU'er te a

pe 1 •• Lov rs of

enac to society. Grotesq en s

It s

The furni tur le

animals and "ev; rythin

0

'1h Victorians

all pa P.r was made to look like

tation for the Victorians.

wood like bronze.

r li io

t.ful place 1n

The houses of pros erous Englishmen w re

hideous internally and extenially

a

r,r dually paasing away).

uskin, too, atta

was further ch.

d the blindn~~;; to beauty.

--~-~Aphaelite Brotherhood of

Victorian En3land• an o anization of youn
and Charles Swinburne as their leadere.

int rs with Dante Rosetti

'!hey cl.E.\imed that t.he British

contel!l'[)orary art was sloshy nd that what po.int1n really n eded was

sincerity.

Th ir aim

s to

eautify

eland wit.~ th

color and tones f

Victorian public and considered dangerous to the morality of soc1'3ty.

sequently~ the

Con-

e~Ra.pha lit organization failed to survive.3

1tou1s Cazamin, A History of the F:i:ielish Literature (Hew York: Th
cmillan Company; 1941), PP• 13'41::r:J42.
il]jam n. Templeman• English Prose ~ ~ Vioto 1an _
Oxford University Press, 1954). PP• 501-543.
3aorace

v.

Kallen, Art and Freedom (Na Yorkr The

1950) • PP• 448-L49 •

-

-

( ew Yorkr

crnUJan Company,

9

But in spite of the many oppositions the writers and painters en--

countered• the battle for the revival of art continued to race.

In the

mid.st oi' the great turmoil. came tho so--called "Aesthetic Movement," with

Walter ater as its leader a.Id Oscar Wilde a::; its chief exooncnt.

This

aesth tic group oam.e forward in the s rvice or oxt and beautyt sometines

fro

the angle of creation and sometimes in tho battle agabst the

b ur eois • Among 1ts. me ero ,1er three famous artists• John Ruskin,
rris and Charles Swinburne. Their aim

illiam

England lovely
rris

s to ma. e the life in

th bea.uti.ful surroundineo • 1

s one of the most influential artists of the aesthetic group.

He was sincere in his criticism an always a.tt.o::npted to give pmcticaJ.

suggestions

ror

improvements.

arouse the artistic spirit of

In a sermon-like

.er,. orris tri d to

e Victorians by stressing the im ortance of

beautiful. su...-rour.dir)is • Morris emphasiz d that tho houses

and country sides of England ere

down th~ grotasque street5

chu.rche

~

streets

ideous.......a.nd that workmen a. sod u and

by day wi tho t a car

for beauty.

furt.'1er stated that art would make the treats as beautU'uJ. a

!orris-

th woods

and as everlasting as the mo ntain sides .

In his conclusion,. orris stress•

ed that art was !.!lade for the people

th

1d b

not necessary to make a 1 vely h me;. j nst
would build a shelt r that express

P

f

peo!)le.
3 •

Silver and gold were

ple tools and

teri.als

thouehts and aspil'~.tiona that would

help to make life comforta.ble and beautif'ul. 2

The early st.age o:t the ttAesthetio Uovement" was an a.id to the revival

of art.

The aesthetes had an ethical and moral purpose in their desire to

make • land lovaly and baaut1.ful.
1Ruth

c.

Childs , The Aesthetic Movement (li81f Yorkr Appleton-Century-

Crofts, Inc. , 1958), PP •
2
Ibid. ,. P• 550.

-

In its later stage, 1t became to mean

34.45.

10

more than tho "love of art for the sake of life. 11 Ruskin, Pat r,
other aesthetes inventod a.'1.other meaning f r art.
th re was an

11

than the other ae thetes .

spiritual side.

v-ertcd the meaning of beauty.

and

1iJ.de Nent fur her

ttneshy" direction and per--

FinaJ.ly, tho aes thet s • like th Pre-

Raphacli tea , lost their moral g.ound an

to prison.

11sensual.1'

at

He label d hlmself as the "Apostle of

Aesthctic:ism't and ent with full fo1"ce into th

society.

'Ibey sug es+ d

ethic scct. 11 which wa.ti conce:."Iled with the

Ufleshy-11 s ide of &.rt rather than th

Ude and

However., Wilde continued his
l

ere excluded f rom th Victorian
· .oral b havlor nd was l ter aent

It s eems to the rosearohcr that the picturo j

t presentec

or th

Victorian Aee supports t.lie premise that tho great ond rapid transition 1n
this period brought about growth• dcvc.lopr.i.ent an

eooiety.

chanees in t! c f..n ish

Des ite the preval nee of tho wany social evils, there

1i:is

a

concomita.nce of good,. for the a.c,e produced profound hinkers an illustrious
ri rs,. men of strong character, integrity and conviction.

Thtl.!3 1 it

was in

such a .fra.:nev,ork of struggle of ;rtD.n a~ inst good and evil tha Oscar • ilde
did h is writings. An

it is &£airiat, thiS ba.ckgro

d that llil e's work is

projected.

1 Katherine Gilbert A 1story or Ae~rthetics (New Yorkf The
Company, 1950), P • 486-49~.
-

cud J lan

CHAPTER II
CONTROV

Y

ONO C ITICS

In Chapter I, the writer presented those factors which revealed the
car ilde was a product.

background of the Victorian Age,, of which

Since there was considerable contl'oversy expressed among critics r lative
to Wilde's only novel, !h!_ icture ~Dorian~ it would seem necessary
to give a br1et revie

of these

iniona .

divided opinions on the questions, (1)
ar

the

oral aspects

Writers , includ

or

at

us the novel?" and (2)

t

the novel?" ·
oodcox,2 claimed that

Edouard Roditil and George

lf Ude' s novel• !!!!, Picture

that

Literar,- critics have expressed

2! Dorian

Ude copied his novel r

Gray, wu a copy.

tur1n •al ;;;;;.:;;;;;.;......

oodcox maintained
anderer, a story

of a man Who sold his soul to the devil tor a new leua on lite . He s

est-

ed that the novel and the story compared in the following mannerst
Dorian Gray li~
lmoth, wished for a prolonged life •.••
llhile the bargin with the Devil ia not explicit••• it 1a
implied in Dorian' s wish •••• Like
oth_. he hU a•strange
and dangerous charm ••• • like him, he dran others to their
destruction ••••hia sinister reputation as well as his
prolon ed youth makes him shunned by the world •••• L1ke
elmoth, he gathers all experiences in hi.a grasp ••••
PinaJJy, Dorian, llka elmoth.. ust surrender his youth
he has unnaturally retainedJ the other selr that has
be n growing old and depraved ••• enters his body••••
Dorian, like elmoth co
tted murder .4

¾ouard Rodit1, .;;,;:.;:;;.;;;;;. Ude ( ew York: James Lau

in Company• 1947),

pp. 120-124.
2aeo e Woodcox, The Paradox of Oscar Wilde
Co any, 1950). PP • .34-35.
- -

and a

)Charles Robert
eat uncle of

turin, a Gothic novelist.

car il •

C•• Yorkt The
or

cmUJan

the nineteenth century

12

Roditi., in hie critical study, also claimed that ilde'e nov l showed

distinct evidence■ of direct copying from Charlea
Wanderer.

turin •

--- -

elmoth the

In support or his belier, Roditi gave this account of the

In the opening chapter or turin 1a novel., ••• lmoth, the
student, c s to hi& uncle's death bed •• .he is
sent to fetch some Wine from the closet Which no foot but
that of lmoth had entered for nearly sixty years •••• The
lumber was deca,ed and useless •••such aa the locked and
abandoned schoolroom where Dorian Gray concealed his
port.rait ••••Ioung lmoth's eyes, as it by magic, nre
rivetted on & portrait that represented an evU ancestor •••
who by the pact of the devil had been permitt d to Uve
150 years without agin .,
ch as Dorian wu pemitted to
retain the ap~ance of his youth inspite of his crima
and debauchery.1.
yourig

Rocliti added that in the last hours ~f
retv.aed and

came the

ge

lmotb's lite, the evil ancestor

elmoth became old and horrid.

or an

Another school

Dorian Gray, like

elmotb., be-

old wicked soul.

or

critioa, including illiam O unt 2 and Frances inwar,3

--------

intained that Ude conceived his first notion ot The Picture of Dorian
Gray from the French novel•

!. Rebours ,

lfimrar eug es t ed that Wilde was

- -----

lluysman •s A Rebours as the

M

which he translated into English .

ell read in French literature and accepted

osp l of fascinatinglywi~ked r l

ion. •4

-

Winwar further stated that the influence of A Rebours was obvious on ever,

Ullam Gaunt., Th• Aesthetic Adventures ( •
Company., 1912}, PP• 1~38.

.

York, Harcourt.,

race am.

.

,
3P-rances inwar Oscar Wilde and the Yellow ' 1netiea ( •
Harper
d Brothers Publish rs, 1940J, PP• 1$6-165.

4Ib1d. , P • 157 •

lorki
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page of !!!!_ Picture

!?!

Dorian Oray, and that lf Ude introduced H~

•s

novel. into his own as the "Yellow book, n which he so ott n referred to

as the "poisonous book" in Chapter eleven of his novel.

To support this

point ot view,. Winwar extraoted the following passages from llde'a novel,
••• The yellow boo ••• the atran est boo

he had ever read.

It see ed to him that 1n exquisite raiment, and delicate
sounds of nutes the sins or the world were passing b -

•

a poisonous book •••• The heaYy odours ot

fore hila •••• It

incense seemed to cl

to ita pagea ••••1

Gaunt, With aimilar vi~, set out to prove that Ude copied tr
Huysman'e novel, ~ Rebour, b7

works .

k1ng a comparison

ot incidents

1n the two

Gaunt made this obeervationt
se1ntes has experiment d w1 th perfumes J Dorian Or 7

Dea

must study th • distllllng oils and burning

the

t.

De Esseintes has been deeply atfected b,icJ
Dorian Gray
t follow. In a long lattice
, With

gold ceiling and walls of ol1ve-,w en lacquer, he ueed to
give ourioue concerts in which mad gypsies tore wild
musio .fro little &1th ra. Dorian Gray, too,. gave dances
and was a lover ot music and ornamentations •••• 2
Gilb rt Cooler1dge .3 and alter Kenllworth4 ere amo

ilde 1e novel appeared 1n Poe•

clared that the germ of
William

Uson.

copied his ideas

novel.
th

Theee writers claim d that

ot the supernatural fr

Cooleridge, chiet amo

those who

short story,

Ude , well read in oe'a works ,

Poe •s

illiam Wilson into h18 own

this group 11 gave the following Yersion

ot

au rnatural 1n Wilde •s novelt
The novel represented a mys r1oU8 inversion ot
natural
order through which Dorian 0ra7 kept his youth and beaut7
inwar, ~•

s-1••

P• 16$.

2aa\lllt1 21?,• ~ . , PP • 184-185.

3oubert Cooleridg,

car Ude (Calitorniaz Clarks niversity Presa,

1922), PP • 107-109.
alter Kenilworth

C pany~ 1912), PP• 7

!
7•

S!:m; ~ ....,.£!!: Ude (

ff

Iorka

my Holt and
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•••Whil h1s portrait aged with every line of lust,
cruelty, and d.1.ssipation •••Whicb should hav
d Dorian's
face •••• The moment came ••• the portrait revealed to
Dorian hie I ncked aelf ••• the leprosies of sin 'Iler
slowly ea.ting the portrait away •••burdened oy his re.st
•••• Dorian violently pierc d a d.agg r through bff' portrait ••• thus killing himselt •• •• The portrait was t.ne image
of his own monstrous soul.l
'.

Cool rid
to shaw that

and Kenilworth
Ude copied.

ointed out imilar incidents in Poe's work

Kenilworth stated that oe •s character,

Uso , ..ll d a wicked lif'e--and Dorian Oray likewise.

Uliam

UUam

Uson

constantly tortured by his counterpart which always appeared before him when
'

h indul ed in evil.
Arter

ny years

his own

The evil seer ts or Dorian's conscience tortured him.

ot tortured, corrupted life• ilaon, in a st.ru

ge, murdered himself .

Dorian Gray 1n a simllar

• a

inst.

r killed

hims lf . 2

Still nother group
critical work d plor
Ral

or

critics proclaimed that Wilde ' s novel was a

Briti.8h society.

P. Boas,3 Boris Braso1,h
car Wild proclai

that

Included among t his roup wer

t. John Ervine

d himself to b

The

writers agreed

an intellectual rebel against. the

odes of English society,. t hat he despised their daily routines, be-

high

U

2

rt Cooleridge, .21?.•

Kenllworth, 2a• ~

ill•,

PP • 107-109.

•• P• 87 •

¾J.ph P. Boas, Sociy ~eke.round~ Enflish Literature (Boston:
.

Little Brawn and Company., lht'l)• PP • 89-100.

1'Bori8 rasol, Osca.r Ude , The
Scribner ' s Sons , 19 38'), pp . 191•199.°

.

Sst. John Erv.i.ne Oscar ··ude,
Scribner•s Sons, 1909~, p . 118.

!

-

· -The rtist ( n Iorlri Charl s

-

Critical Study ( n York, Charles

lS
liefs,. and etriot orality and chose to write the novel to challenge the

respectability of Victorian aociet7.

Brasol assert d t.,at WUda could

attain no appreciable measur s on British sou, and t

t the Victorians

constantly revolted against him and his works, becaus

his novel described

the red light districts 1n London-the slums, loatbsome dens, and crud dis-

ordered lite .

Braaol added further that Ude•s novel attacked the ev1l8

of the wealthy cla sand the hypocr1t1oal <li6nitaries of the churches of
land .

Ervine stated that

Ude used shrewd epigrams in his nov l to

further antagonize the bourgeois society and gave the following examples of

Ude's ep -rams:
Ugliness is one of the seyen deadly virtues ••••Beer, the
Bible, and the seven deadly virtues have de F.ngland
what she is ••••Beautiful sins ..
the privileges of th
rich •••• The
ishmen are ruore c'1Illlin, than practical ••••
They balanc stupidity by wealth, vice and hypocrisy.•••
I don ' t desire to change anything in England but the
weather.l
Ervine suggested that

Ude •s epigrams, however startling, contain d a

great deal ot truthf and 1n a satirical manner,
at the basis of so

ilde was able to strike

0£ the evils that were practiced among the m1ddl and

upper classes ot England, and to disclose to the reading public the "mask"

in which the •self-righteous• Vict.oriaru9

ere wearing. 2

Boas declared that the Victorians were ainu-e of the f ct that London,
like any other city, was tull of or

s and vice, but they woUld not p rmit
ilde, to admit these shameful

anyone,. es ecially a prominent writer like
conditions in a public utt rano • However,

Ude,, h v1n distaste for the

Victorian's traditions, lost no opportunity to attack the vice and hypocrisy
exi.Sting in

1
2

~

-

1sh society in his novel.

-, P• ll8.

Ibid., P• 120.

Boas asserted that th

sharp
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tone of Ude's novel threw

nd in a storm of rage, not so much

he said but how he said it .

Boas, tanct.ioned by Ervine, Boris and other

or 1'hat

critic, concluded that Wilde 's Whole novel was a challe e to the English
society.l

-

Literary critics of the fou.l'th school of thought proclaimed that The
Picture

!?£. Dorian

Oraz

included LouiS Cazamin,2

Cazamin declared that

!!:!.!

· t."le author's biography.
;in

This group of critica

Birnbaum,.3 Hesketh Pearson,,4and others .

Picture 2!, Dorian Oraz 1faS a complete analysis of

Ude' s lit , 1n hie two characters Lord Henry and Dorian Gray• He claimed

that the book contained the following aspects ot ildes:
The search for intense or rare sensations, the ban put on

every belief r every feeling, which sets a limit to the

faculty ot enjoyment,. the superiority of the true artist.of him ~ose life ia work of art.-over the rules of the
morality or society. He gives to his own thesi.S h1a antidote,
by depicting the inner ruin brought about by the stubbom
quest of beauty•••• S
Cazamin further sta.tecl that the novel was the nearest approach of a

psychological study of which Ude ns capable .
n1s

"The novel," Cazamin says,

written 1n a very studied styleJ i~ is as sincere as it

in Wilde to

_,______________________________
be. " 6

¼oas• ~ • ill.•• PP•

89..100.

2Louie Cazamin., A Histo?-7 2!_ Enfflish I4terature (
cmillan Company1 1950), PP• ~10.Sl2 •
The

·

~ i n Birnbaum, Oscar !Y:.l!!t Frapents ~
crnUlan Company, l920J, PP• 100-lOl.

5cazam1n, .2£• cit. , P• 5ll.
6
Ibid., P• 512.

-

York: The

mories (

4aesketh Pearson, Oscar lldet His Life-Hi it (
----

and Brothers, 1946), pp~l.30.

ff

ff
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Birnbaum · emphasized that !!!!_ :Picture

.2!. Dorian

Ora;r revealed aU the

aspects of Wilde's character-all his faults, 'Which were
virtu

.which were greater.

H

as erted that

at, and all his

llde should have called him-

s lf Dorian Gray.l
Albert

c.

Baugh maintained that Wilde's novel was an anal.13is or his

mm life • showing the search tor rare ~ensatic,ru, and his divided personal11i' •

Bau{11. also said that the novel was prophetic of the ruin into which Ude

fell . 2
Hesketh Pearson, one of th most 1ntluent1al members or this group• had
these words t.o say about WUde ' s novel:

The book contains a Ml-length portrait of h.imself as a
talker 1n the character of Lord Henry- otten, with ma.D1' of his
most s rching comm.ante on l.ife ...with a complete revelation .
of his emotional unreali :J. in pox·iiraying human nature a.r..d
the m()l"bid stain in which ·wretched his llf'e •• •
ch facet ot
Wilde 1 s nature is discernible in the bookt his theatricality-,
his lov of
dox, his showmanship, his passion f'c.r
luxury, his ador tion for beauty• and his delight in
scandalizing the bourgeois • .3

Pearson concluded that the novel
that WUde ever wrote .

wa$

one of the most ille-like things

Pearson has been a.eolained by critics as having

written one of the most competent biographies of Oscar Wilde . 4

The second question that confront.ad literary critics waa "What were
the moral aspects of Wilde·•s novelttt

ntll

largely among l Ude' s contempora.ri s
1

rt1n Birnbaum,,

9!:!!: Wildet

Thia question has been debated
most of them refusing to aee the

F1Y1l!ents ~

2Alb rt C. Baugh, ~ Literary History
Century Press • 1942), P• 1479.

~ Engl& d

moriea, 21?,•

.5ll•t

P• 100.

(New Yorkr A pl ton•

3.Pearson,. £2• ~ •• PP • 12 l JO.
1'stuart son Bibliography !!l_
Oro.rte, Inc . ~ 1914~, p. 10.

car

~

( n Iorkt Appleton-Century•
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moral aspects in his novel, because they were living in an a e governed
by the Victorian' s "morality

eod.e."

However, there were those critics Who

exercised ore freedom of judgment and pointed out many ot the .moral. aspects

or Ude's novel.
alter Pater• who exercised a gr at influenc

upon Wilde's life,

de

the follatring comment.st
Ude has a true epicurean aill •••• Hu story 1a a beautifui
creation and a caretul.. exposure of the corruption or a
soul With a very plain oral pushed home , to the effect
that vice and crime ma.kB people coarse and ugly•••• It is
one of the strangest things that this book should :ve
been indicted as an 1mnoral book •••• l

· Stuart
version of the

on, 2 in his

ibllography of ~ Wilde , gave the followin

oral aspects: ot ilde's novels

The Picture or Dorian Gray 1s a story with a moral.. And
the oral 1ath18t All excess, as well as renunciation,
brings i ta awn punishment. This is a moral Which t.he
prurient will not be able to find in it, but which 1l'ill
be rev aled to all whose minds are healthy.)
Francia A. Ik,ugl.as , Who could

alao ee the optimistic side of Ude 's

novel, expressed these opinions,
Wilde wrote the novel because. he had deep interest 1n
co
n humanity •••• The novel is -profoundly ethical ••••
It could have been entitled ' The ages of Sin.• ••• The
novel 1a free and elastio •••highl.y decorative •••• The
novel also contains many ot his best known epigrams ••••
Only 1n Victorian England could p ople have made such
fools or the elves over a book. ~
To a great majority ot

ilde'a contemporaries,~ Picture

Graz: appear d to be a compilation of hideous subject

2£ Dorian

tter written to

lter
tor, The Renaissance (New York, Appleton-Century-Crofts,
Inc. , 1933), P• 49. 2 on, .21?.• cit. , P• 90.

4rrancta A. Douglas, Oscar Ude~!!!.!_~ Douglas ( n Iorkt
Hutchinson and Company, 1949)";-pp. 121-122.
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corrupt the minds or youth .
Robert Sherard.1

Among the writers who held this v:tew were

ordou,. 2 · and .Robert H1-ahen.3

an artillery ot tire tr

th

various newspapers .

Ude 's novel also met
• E. Henley,. an 1n-

nuential Victorian editor of the Scotts Observer, spoke outt
y go grubbing 1n muck heaps?
• Ude has begwi
writing stuff that.
better unwritten •••• The story
which deals nth matters fit for the Crim1nal Investigation De artment •••• Vr . Wilde has bra1ns •••but
can only write for none but outlawed noblemen and erverted telegraph boysJ the sooner he takes to tailor;lng,
the better for h18 own reputation and public orals .4

In conclusion,. the r

earcher haa atte

ted to give a brief survey

ot critical writenr who have disagreed on the source from which Ude received his inspiration for writing his novel, ~Picture~ Dorian 9!:!z,
and the storm of crlt1cisma that it haa created over a period of sixty

years .
It 1S the desire ot the writer that the

terials thus far 1l'ill be an

aid 1n the analysis of ilde 1s novel 1n Chapter Ill, 1n an effort to prove
tba t !h!, Picture ~ Dori.an Gray 1a an autobiography of the author.

1 Robert Sherard, "Oscar Ude, Drunkard and SWindler," Cal:tl,
(December, 1933),. PP• 64-65.

ordou,- Degeneration 2!_ Wilda (New York: Appl ton-C ntury..Oro.fts,
Inc. , 189.S), P• 161..

'a.obert Hichen, Ude and~ Green O&rnation ( ew Yorks The
lllllla.n Company, 1894), P• lW>.

hsherard• .22.• cit.., PP•

64-6$. ·
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CHAPTER Ill
L

OF OSCAR ILDE REFLECTED m
~Pictures:_ Dorian Gray

In the preceding chapters, the writer

has endeavored to give a

background of the Victorian period and a review of the dinrsitiea of

opinion

that surrounded

Ude'

novel, ~Picture~ Dorian Gray, 1n an

effort to establish a more understandable relationahip of the author's lite
to his novel.

The writer will assume the task 1n this chapter to analyze

Wilde's novel, !!!!, Picture 2!_ Dorian

novel 1s the author I

Oraz,

1n an attempt to prove that the

autobiography.

Oscar Wilde has been labeled by m&lJ1'

or

his contemporaries as one

ot

the most autobiographical writers of the Victorian period. He expressed
his lU'6 and character in all of his works~ and, in his novel, U1U'8served•

1.y.l Inasmuch u WUde'a personality was injected into hia works, it

aeems pl.&u.sible, at this point, to consider Ude's personality traits in
relation to his works prec ding!'.!!! icture

.2£

Dorian Gray.

Authorities writing about the Victorian period 1dent1f18d llilde as a

exuaJ. invert, whose moral standards were unacceptable tu tbe F.ngU.ah
society. He was fanatically attached to young male characters of

rveloua

beauty and,. frequently found 1n the houses of prostitutes-drinking
champagne, smoking cigarettes containing opi
acts .... lustful character l.ndulgin

in eex.

, and indulging in ind cent
Brasol, 1n his bio

h1cal

works,. stated that durin Wilde's early lite, he was bi-sexual, and so
sexual gratifications tro

t

females as well as his own sex, and in later lite

2l

Wild experienced a psyohological reversal

or

nature• in 1'hicb he

forced to ,ive up norma.1 ph'15ical relationships and become a "co lete
homosexual. au.
rvine, 1n his evaluation, stated that

Ude •• personality and be-

havior seemed to have been overcome by the driving f'oroe ot sex, and that
an evidence of sex is

resent in almost all of his early works .

further ass rted that

Ude •s tragedy, 5113.i:>me• 1a a profound representation

or Wilde ' s
In Salo

in later lite .,

ersonality and behavior in early life, as well a

, str· ing si.milar ties

of his characters .

King Herod,

Ude drank champagne excessively.

xi.st

replica

Ervine

tween ilde •s personality and that

or

Ude, drank wine excessively.,

King H rod yearned for yo

Ue his creator. Wilde, was lustrul. for both sexes .

Because of Herod••

perverted de.slre f'or a you,n: woman, he l ost sexual interest in his wite,
HerodiaeJ : ild~ event ually lost his sexual desire for his wife, Constance,
in pursuit or yo~th~ .
Salo

H rod, lllm

Ude , was fascinated by

•a dance of' t-~e "eeven veils"~ a pleasure to him.

room at Oxford, he decorated: his walls with nude
Wilde, a gain, was r scinated by the yoWl

clothed .

Sex

.

11aS

one

or

odestyJ

In ilde's

ictures of men and women.

Greek athletes who re.'3ed un-

the desirel'J of Ude '

heart. 2

ot only was Wilde ' s personall ty and behavior shown in his character,
Herod, but in Herodias ~ the Wife of Herod, likewise.

was adulterous .

Oscar

Ude sought yo

Herodias, 11k8

n and women llho lived outside

of moral law• 1'h1.le his character, Herodias • pursued young

fil••

P• 120.

2Errine, .22,• S:l•,

P • 120.

larasol., 21?.•

Ude,

en amon the

22

Egyptians, whose character apparentJ.y was low• due to the fact of their

intimacies with a nll-lmovm adulterous woman.

In the following passages

of Salome_, Herodias' character 1 revealed through the mouth ot IokanaanJ

as dle speaks to her daughter, Salome, Iokana.an says,
Where is sh who gave herself to the Egyptians?•••'Where
is she Who has given herself to the young men ot the

Egyptian army? •••Go bid her ~ise from her bed of inces tuousneas ••••Thy other has filled the earth with
11'1.ne of iniquities .1

Ude •s tragedy., Salome., not only illustrates an inundation of sexual immoralities existing between the principal characters, but also an under-

current of exual. impurities in the author's own personality and behavior
1n priva t& lire.

Wilde's tragedy.,

personal lif •

~

rindermere•s Fan. 1s another e:icample of ilde 1s

The story concerns a £a1th£'ul wife, Lady Windermere• whose

morality collapses when she discovers the infidelity of her husband• Lord

w·ndermere.

Constance• the faithful. wife

0£ morality when ehe dieoovered that

Ude

or Wilde •a.experienced a
1'aB

coll&pso

ne .lecting her in pw-suit of

men and women for immoral purposes.
Lord ·Darlington, another principal. character in
also possessed a1m:Uar behavior patterns to those of

~

llde.

inder.mere•s Fan,
Lord Darling•

ton's persuasive tone and flattery to Lady Windermere induced her to
commit adu1tery.

In tilde's rivate 11.t'e, he engaged 1n illicit relation-

ships with Lily Langtry,, a young married woman, Who became infatuated by

1lde 1s soft musical and alluring voice . 2
lfilde 1 a play, !h!, Duchess !:!_ Padua, 1s another representation of his

23
b havior.
Duke of

Love, sex, and Violence were highlights of the play. Guido, the
dua, ,ras

ulterou,

1

like Wilde.

Guido's infidelity toward hi.a

w1.f', Beatrice, the Duchess, caused her to turn to i.nl!lloral acts a:tmilar to
•
Constance, ilde's wife. The play ended 1n tra edy for all three characters .

!!!!_ Duchess ~ ~ w a s consider d an immoral l y and

banned from the

stages of London.l

In the precedine paragraphs, th writer has atte
review ot

Ude 's p rsqnal lif and charac

ted

to give a brief

hOlrtl in his early works,

r as

in order to establish a. background for anal.yz1n his, novel,

~

Picture

2!

rian Gray, in rel.lltion to hie life.

According to Louis Caza.min, !!!!_ Picture
and pro hetic analysis of ,ilde'
and Loro Henry otton.

the as ecta of

~

Dorian Gray 1s a complete

life, thr'.ough his character , Dorian Gray

Cazamin further claimed that the book con~in all

11 e:

The search tor intense or rare sensat1ona, the ban put,
on every bel.ief and every teeling which sets a limit to th
faculty ot enjoyment, the supP-riority or the true artist-or him whose lU'e is the work of art--over the rules of
t.'1.e morality of sooiety •••• He gives to his own thesis hi.a
antidote, by depicting th inner ruin brought about by the
stubborn quest for beauty.2

Thus, Cazamin3 and earson,4 a

2! Dorian Gray
Wilde'

------

" others confirmed that The .Picture

contains all the aspects of ilde'

character, and that

lite was comp sed of four basic elements i
l.
2.

Hi excessive love of beauty
His hwnor and it

3. His paganistic beliets

4.

His ef.t'eminate behavior and morbid experiences

ilde, ~ , ~ •

ill•,

PP• 591-598 .

2tou1s C zamin, A History of ~lish Literature ( m, Ior
llaemillan Company, 1948), PP• 500- o.

3Ibid., PP• 591-596.

4Pearson, .21:?.• ill•

i

The

A.t this point, the writer will assume the task to relate each or the

elements above, with corresponding traits found 1n Ude's novel, 1n an
effort to prove that ~Picture!?,! Dorian Graz 1a the story of the author's

own life. Consideration wUl be given first to Wilde's pursuit of beauty.
Inasmuch as beauty constituted a supreme place in Wilde's ille, it
seems necessary to give ·11de's definition of beauty.

In Ude'• essay,

1:!!.!, Critic !!. !!! Artist, he gave the iollowiJlg definition of beautya
Beauty is the symbol or s,ml)ols •••• It 1s higher than
ethics and belongs to a more sp1r1tual sphere ••• to discern the beauty of a thing is the finest point to
which we can arrive. Even a color sense 1a more important 1n the development of the individual than a
sense of right and wro • Beauty•••makes life lovely
and wonderful..1
Through the mouth of

addressed to Dorian Gray,.

ilde's character, Lord Henry otton, 1n worda
Ude reproduced a simUar meaning or beautyJ

Lord Henry says 1

Beauty is a torm of genius •••• Indeed it is higher than
genius, as it needa no explanati.on... eauty i8 higher than
ethics ••• •Beauty 1a th• great facts of the world, lilm
sunlight or springtime, or reflections in dark waters,
that silver shell
call the moon •••• To me beauty i8 the

J•

wonder ot wonders.

Approaching Wilde •s beauty f'rom a more practical point of view, one
finds that

Ude made use of every opportunity to apply his ideas of

beauty in his private life.

Ude worshipped beauty excessively. He

loved luxurious surroundin s, perfumes, jewelry and flowers.

Oscar

ilde's

finanoia.l success as a writer enabled him to seoure these luxuries of life.

1wude,

orlas, 21?.• ill_., PP• 597..598.

20scar Wilde, The Picture of .Dorian Gray {New York: The
Publishing Company, 1946), P• 37.

orl:i
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His four-story brick home on Tite Street in London,., with its elaborate

furnishings and e:xqus1te flower garden, was a landmark ot beauty.
Visitors., on entering

llde's home, were enchanted by the fragrance of

flowers and perfumes from the adorned guest tables. Wilde's

ersonal

possessions consisted of several gold rings and pinSJ gold cigaretta oases,
and a pearl handled walking cane. Wilde's epigram, "Give me the luxuries
and anyone can have the necessities,." became a part of his life.

of hia artistic ability and hie love for beauty,.

Becauee

Ude was labeled by hia

contemporaries as the "Apostle of Aeatheticism." l

--------

Wilde's counterpart,, Dori.an Gray., in the novel The Picture of Dorian

Gray, worshipped beauty excessively. Dorian Gray, like Ude• loved exqusite surroundings, jewelry,

rfumes and flowers,.

Dorian's pictur sque

home on Grosvenor Street in London was called "the house beaut1ful,," the
same as tilde's home.

The following excerpts.., taken from Chapter eight and

Chapter eleven of the novel, illustrate the com.forts of Dorian Gray's
home:
His bell ~ounded ••••Victor eame in with a au.p of tea on a
small tray or old Sevres china; and drew back the olive
satin curtaw ••• in front of three tall windows • ••• Dorian
Gray• throwing on an elaborate dressing gown of silk
cashmere wool, passed into the onyx paved bathroom • •••a

French breakfast had been laid out for him on a small
table ••••blue dragon bowls filled with yellow roses
stood before him •••• He rose from the table ••• and lit a
cigarette and flung himself down on a luxuriously-

cushioned oouch.2

Another noticeable aspect or Oscar Wilde was his love for nowers •

nowers to Wilde were symbols of love and beauty.

There wu al-ways a

scenic display of flowors in his home,. library and club house. Wilde •s

1w1mrar,

.2P.!, cit., PP•

37-40.

Ude, !h!_ Picture ~ Dorian Gray. 22.•

ill•,

The W. R. Banks Library
Prairie View A. & M. College
Prairie View, Texas

pp. 113-ll.5 •
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£our-story bric home .as

tly urrounded by beautiful. no er gardens

y1 lding his favorite f'lawers-lilies , sWlflcmers and roses.

of his "h

In each room

e beautiful" were emblems of yellow roses , sunflowers and

lilies. Aside fro

home surroundings, Wilde alwa

wore

sometimes carried a lily in his n 'nd wlti.ll'J attending tbe

sunflower and
yfair balle and

U llaJ.l clubs and other soc· l gatherings in London.1
ilde'a love for
Chapter one in

!!!!

now

hichly illw,t.r.ted in the int oduc i n of

rs

ioture 2!_ Dorian Gray. '!he

studio of Basil Hall

d.

Th

cene takes place in the art

introduction of the setting is given in the

form of a escr1ptive na.rra.t.ve, with mpha.sis on a lovely flower garden.
Lord Henry, a replica of

Ude, narrates,

The studio was filled with the riah o our of ros s ••• and
when the light summer wind stirred amidst the trees of the
garden, there oame throu the open door ••• the heavy scent
of the lilac, or the more delicate perfume of the pinkflowerin thorn •••• Lord Henry \\otton could just catch the
a].eam of the honey-sweet and honey-coloured blossoms of a
laburnum, whose •••b
clles aeeme hardly able to bear the
burden or a be uty so name-like .... The fantastic shadows of
birds fl1 t ted across the long ilk curtaina ••••

Dorian Gray,. again like

ildc• wore a sunflower on hie lapel and carried a

lily 1n his hand when he mde social calls at the

Pall Kall Club in London.
same names-Pall tkll and

y Fair balls and the

The clubs which Dorian Gray Ti.sited have the

y Fair, as those which

Ude frequented in his

real life • .3
Just as flowers were symbols of love and beauty to ilde, so was his
"house beautiful." located in one
on Tite Street.

¼lra ol, 21?,•

2wude,.

To

ot the most artistic quarters

in London,

Ude; the four-story brick building was not merely a

ill•,

PP • ]52-153.

!l!!_ Picture

3Ibid., PP• 151-152.

2!. Dorian Gray, ~• ill.•,

PP• 15-16.
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dw .lling but a. place for poetry and b aut •

The mos

attractive places in

ilde 's house were his library, dining room and drawing 1•oom.

Toe

Us

or

the l brar.r were painted buttercup yellow and the ceiling lacquer red,
h rmoniz:t.ng with his writine desk and chairs.

Ranting on the

ll.s

re

Japanese paintings of various kinda. Perhaps the loveliest spot in ilde's
home was the quaint dining roon, with its Chippendale chairs, and lar e
dinin

table docora tod with erabroidered table cloth and cut flo rers .

prev Ung colors w

~

1'hite blending witb blue and yellol'l..

oo.:nf ortable pb.c in llld.e '
of his guests •

enterta.irunent

China jars.

The next most

honie nas the drawing room, a ple.oe ior the
. ,e room was colorfully decorated and
In the center of

furnish d with Turkish divans arranged in Oriental style.

the room stood

The

anese table with delicate scentc:td flowers in small

J

ilde's hous was indeed a place orb auty.l

Dorian Gray's "house beaut:lful,-" located on Grosvenor Street in London,
1'a8

decorated in a similar m9.llller a

Dorian's comfortable home wer
tained and serve hi
,ru carried out in

table

ilde' •

The most unique spots 1n

the library and dining room, where he enter-

.t',a shion1ble guests .

Tie furnit

a decorated scheme of blue and ' white.

in the dining room
The laree dining

s covered with an embroidered table olot.~ and decorated with a

symphonic arrangement of xotic flowers .

Dorian Gray's

was his exqusite library-, used for study and relax.a tion.

r.;t

Tu.a library was

luxuriously furnished with a soft-.cush1oned couch• a pe
Japanese table, and a large opened hearth.

pla~ of intereat

d-econted

Dorian I s bo:m:e, like

Ude ':t •

waa a place of comfort and beauty. 2

lvyvyan Holland, Oscar ilde ~ Plotorial Biography ( The Viking Press, 19601,. pp.~7 •

~ Ude, ~ Picture g! Dori.an Gray, PP• 151-171.
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'o xceosiv
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cept o

,

ver at.temp cd to do

h

ever his l

ost 1itty

nc

ust

y:s ready.

ous.

th

e fo

..

t r

oulso

ernah

t was

Is

il

t humorously; an What

th.,. co
illustrate

d into

k ynotc of

t . it:

tencrs took s ~io"tWly,

th

co.uv rsa tion

1

11.; h

s ... wit

it,

spon

e

lil o n ver inn

day.

:J

ov orb a ty

in incidents

Gi~ n an hon st

ha

i , "you are ..o unmistakably

oino re an

o all so truth!Ul, th t I can't believo a single war you

os

said.111
"It iu a kin

writer.

eniua to be t en-r,y-o e•" Ude ·nto ed a youthful

o

A£ter having de ivcre

concluded,

11 1 0

you · ,

in back

except take cxercis, gc

a sermon o

up car

lCr

the

or1cs of youth,

is nothing

no

ilde

do-nothing-

, o be; a us ful Qenfucr of the com-

l'lunit;r. ft 2

Durlng
Asq

ilde's preo6uc at a wedding luncheon, given by

th and her husband, · ild

surpassed himself with

of all the guests prosent, there as none who out..shined h
Ude kept h s liste

brilliancy.
in his

rs spellbound for over an hour as · he r · diculcd

coIIV1 ntional standards of England.

ch

got

The

thod that

Out

t.
e

Ude used as to

ea ord or two in proverbs or clichc and dd an aspoct of truth. 3

Here ar some examples of his conversational nt about the people of his
native land, Englanda

1 Pearson, 21?.•

ill••

2Ib1d., P• 1.73.

)Ibid., PP• 174-176.

P•

171.
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Th :English • vc
i raculoU.'J power of turnin..;, :r:.n i nto
water •••• You can't ma.ke people good by an act of
Po.rli m.cnt-tha t ~ sot1athine. • • • ork is the curs or the
drinking class ••• •Genius 1s bom, not paid •••• It 1a always
~illy thine to g· v~ advice, but to give e o a vice is
absolutely fatal •••• Duty is 'What one expects fl"OJll others J

it
not \lhat on docs one's sou •••• n•t b le ~ ~ay
in the path of virtue ••••Moral1ty is simply the attitude
a opt toward _oop o , pe .onall:, d.1.slike •••• N rradays
most people die of a sort ot creeping common sense., and
disc v -r wh n it 1$ too late tha.t the only things one

never regrets are one's mistakes.
Most of

ilde 's humor was a mixture of fun

am profundityr

and when

the fun predominated., he would always preface his wit with a laugh or

end it with some sort of gesture .
itself' too seriously.

In

ilde's opinion, humanity takes

He said, «If the caveman had lalown how to laUBh,.

history would have been different."

It was said that Wilde never ex-

perienced a whole day of unhappiness until the pillars of .fate brought
about his downfall.
Wilde was persU&81ve and astoniahing in his conversation. He always

excelled in civing a certificate of truth to what was probable.

Ude

knew hundreds or stories and could invent many, which he heightened with

humor and radiated With wit.

Ude delighted in inventing Biblical stories

and making them fantastic with humor. During

Ud.e's conversation wit.11 a

roup of orthodox iblical students whom he met at e. luncheon in London, he
elaborated one of his fabulous parables in a Biblical style in this manner,
Christ came from a white plain to the purple cit.yr as he passed the
street, He heard voice overhead and saw yo ng man lying drunk
u on a 111.ndOlf sill.
y do you waste your soul in drunkenne s?'

He said, ' Lord, I was a 1 er and you healed me.

l ~• ., PP• 174-176.
2
Frank Harris ., .21?..•

£!1•,-

PP• 59-60.

t

lse can I do?'

JO
A littl fe.rt.her thr urrh tcmn,
saw y unr man oll
and said,
y do you diasol.ve your s oul 1n debauchery? ,

harlot,

And the young man answered, 'Lord, I wae blind and you healed me .
0
t el c
I do?'
At last 1n th trl.ddle of . city, Ho saw an old ran cro chin , wee-ping upon the ground,: and 'When he asked why he
pt, the old man
,-,.u,,.,nred, ' Lord, I w s de d, nd rtYil raised ire; what els , can I do? •1
:vin

entranced his li

eners ll'ith his 'Biblical anecdote,

ilde re-

of hie mm invention:

l te

On th n1(1lt 1'h n J sw, di d, Joseph or Arimathea w nt dmm rro
llount Calvary and came upon a young mn weeping bitterly. And Joseph
s oke
himt 'I knmr how c;reat thy grief mu.st be, tor surely He was

a just

n.•

And the younG man answ red, 'I am not weepin for Him, but for .myself.
For I, too, h
1'I'our.)lt miracles; I have turned water into wine,
heal d the sick, given sight to the blind.- ted the multitude , cast
out d
ls, c used tho barren fie- ree to with.er, and raised the

dead. All thft this
crucified me.
1l e

who anjoye

told

n did, I have done .

several other hunorous stories to the Biblical studente

every moment of hi~ prcsenc and insisted thn h t~ll more of

his fabulous stori s~ but

ilde n ver 111 ed to bore hi listenersJ therefore•

delightful gooturo,. h

with

And yet they have not

loft th

in a happy stat

of gaiety.

Ude was &lso a met.er of satirical nonsense, the

a.vtty of his

utterance made his words inexpressibly comical. S metir.les
start with th

utm st.

ole."'3Ility as though

ivin

lde w uld

his nind a chanc"' to think

over t.he seriousness of the subject, with a pause, and then '!'!'ould oom the
nash of tho phrase and the f'un.

Ude demonst

tendion of hi8 listen rs during

the

n 'Whic

he was guest of honor.

t~1 thi m thod of holding

i,labo to weddine; arty 1n London

In the midst of the conversation concerning

oorgo Woodcox, Paradox ~ Oscar Wilde ( tn York, The
Comp ny, 19.5 0), P• 65 .
2

B>.!i!••

'P • 70.

--.,i....c..u..........._,an

ma.rriar anl lif ,

lld~

o

d slip in such satirical no

eMic,

3entences

e:

as tJ

A
ll-ti
th 1 tL
irst seri.ou step in l i f • • • ~ o m n
grow ol d nowadays tbrou
the f'ai th.t'uln es
their admirers

or

than throu
anythinc else . Eac. time th t on lo s i ..
the only time that one has ever l oved. Difference of objects
·~ ~ not lter single 1e s or pn. si v.; 1 t -ner ly intensifi~s
it.
en a woman marries again it is because she dete ted
r fir t 1.wband. ,· en
n m'irries 'ire.in it t b~cause
he ador a his first w1fe . Women try t.heir l uck; men r isk
th irs. Young m. ,rant to be 1'.l.ithf'ul 3.1".d are not; old
men want t~ be faithless and cannot . Good resolutions are
ply checla! t t
n draw on bank where tl ey h ve no

account. rt i:, sad. One half or the world do s not beli v in Gd, and
ther half dos not believe in .l

an? her occ

to be his

i n, H rr

ilde arrived late nth
m1.mrnir. •

'!he guests

him to not b ther
ment.

Ude

fashion ble luncheo at the Cafe Royal in London.

t

t

Ger rd, a f moU3 oubli:Jher., invited

gloOl'.'lY oxorGsEion on hi5 faco,
cam siJ.cnt .

ilde b caus

ae-r~

hinted ta.ctfu.lly to those near

he was ap_ arently in a state of ber~ve•

During the cm se of sil nee,

e forth

ilde

th th,sc o d.3:

w.dies and Oentleme t This day happens to e rtf'J irth y,
and I am :mDUrning, aa I shall henceforth do on ea.ch or my
anniverearie ... , the fiight of ne Y<? 1• of my youth into
nothingness 1 the lowing blidlt upon my summer. - A for
t! e introduction, I ust
it for the n c ssary in"' ir tion. 2
, ilda • s d light 1l

h

'l

rs :m:ility

a po ular fi _ -re in society. He

nd h

r.

c tioua convers ti

s seldom witho t

ma.ds

invita ,i :m to the

f. '-'hion ble parties and luncheons of publishers and other di;nitaries in

London.
c

His own "house be u.tiful n becam th

riti

mhart~

,

uch a

Robert Brr.,wning, Algernon Charles winbur

d a host ot thers.J

--

1 Pearson, op . cit.,
2

~

• 175.

•• P• 171~.

3tfoll&nd, ge.

r c ::-t.ion center f r m.any

ill•,

PP • 60-62.
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Wilde's uccesa as a conversationalist ha6 b en attributed to his
literary educat1.on at Oxford Univ i-sity and to h s extonsi

travel over

the continent, intermingling with p ople of various culture, thu affording him an exceptional wide ran

vooabulary.

Georr.e

ernard Shaw, in his

appraisal of· Ude, stated that "words to Wilde were th

remembered as the "world's wittiest talker.• l

and that •,Ude will always
1

,ilde tr .nsplanted in

is

aracter , Dorian ray and Lord Henry

totton, his brilliancy and art ot conversation.
Dorian Gray and Lo

Dorian Gray. like

French a.a w ll as in En lish.

r,+.

-. m.~..

s coun· erparts of

Ude,

Henry ere li tar ry a cholars and Oxford graduatea,

the same as :ude.

magnii:...

tools of hia art"

ll e, could nterta:

ot.h Loi•d H.enry and Dorian

a tionalists the s

convers ' ti<.,:;;, r\.!1.re ent

th

as WU e. H ·tover,

his guests in

ay ere

rian Gray's

more serious sid of f Ude• a p rsonali ty,

whil Lol'd Henry's portrayed th humorous and witty side of · ilde 'a

personality.

Dorian Gray was a character ot action; Lord enry was a

character of words, a character ffllo ttcould enthrall his listeners

eloquence and appeal

o their ir1t ll'gence

e brilliant hUI:1or and wit of

illustrated in the follo ·

th

ith humor an wit. • 2

il.de 'a counterpart, Lord Henry, are

para raph •

The story be ins:

Lord Henry :frequently visited his uncle, Lord Fernor, a enia.l

wealthy old

ch lor who llv d on

lbany Stre t in London..

morning, Lord Henry entered his uncl F rnor'

cool

house. Before Lord Henry

could give his usual morning gr etin s, Uncl Fernor, puft

smoke from h1a

ipe saysi
(

¼eorge .Bernard Shaw,

Pr

19~9), p . 102-110.
ildc, ~ Pictur

------mories of

2£ Dorian~

o •

car

ilde (Michi ani State

ill••

l'•

4•

3.3
t ell, Hal'Ty,. what bringa you out so early?
suppose. Young people nowadays imagine that
veryt.hing. •

oney,I
oney is

'Yes.,• replied Hord HE:-nry, 'and hen th y ...row up they
kn01t it.. Dut I don't want mon-;-.r. It is only p ople who
p y their bill who
t that-I never pay mine. Credlt is
th ca it3l f young s ns, and one lives charmingly upon
1t. What I want is in.formation,. of course useless in•
formation.tl
Lord Henry,

.o

e ·Ude, ms good...natu.r d, alert, an ali
re

as allTays reacly 'Lo

list ned tu

'Whcrs

.um.

n ·t episo

,

arou

um, of Lo
t.'l

to

h ppiness

11

2

i ten as

an old

ord I ni-y desire

i de.,

g~· Vit

1

Hen?1

of · e po

t.a..

i ' il

ce in

of th

tho

'l 'h

•

es p

e ho

1

onver~atio1 ·

centered

·s .. Vand eur, one of the

and ag •

gue ts, remarks:
t'But we have su

E.'

'Terribly grav , '

• ave r s onsibil ti
ahoed Lady Agatha.

'Humanity takes i

el£ too s riously,.' Lord Henry ll

in.

•It i the ,orld' ori inal in.
:v
ha · known
how to la.u~1, history, ould have been diffo nt.'
A the convers· tion continued,. 'th
t y

come young again.

Duch ss ask d Lord Henry how she

Before Lord H nry gave her an answer. he in-

quired:

error you. co

'Can you remember ey- gr

tted in your

earl , days~ Duch ss 'i'

•
• .. 1e

or •

in an amusin • wa: to those who

his opinio

a

w th h

com.mi

I

in, '

o er

l,

tTo get back one's youth, one haa
f.,lJ.i s .

r.

, .o · pu
discc,v r

_vc

Ude, ,lb&. Picture

·

fort,

Jlor;an

~
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WUde ha8 re roduced through his character, Lord Henry, in an amusing
way,. some of the general concepts that he applied in his personal lite.

•seriousness," says Wilde,. "is a refuge for the shallow •••• Humanity takes

itself too seriously.~ These !amiliar expressions of Ude are folllld
frequently 1n his humorous and w1 tty conversations•
may

icture

Th.rough Lord Henry, one

Ude as carefree, an excessive lover of follies, and a pleasure

seeker of life.
The following scene is another example of Lord Henry's humor and wit,
The conversation takes place 1n the drawing room
very clever lady of French ancestors.

or

Lady Na.rborough,

a

The occasion is an elaborate house

party given in the honor of Lady Narborough 1s newly-married daughter,

Oladya. Among the special guests present i.8 the fabulous story-teller,.
Lord Henry. Around the dinner table, everyone becomes interested 1n the

subject of romance and marriage. Gladys, the daughter of Lady' arborough,,

suggested to Lord Henry:
e women, as someone says,. love with our ears, just as.
you men love rlth your eyes, if you ever love at all. '
'Jq dear Gladyal' said I,ord Henry. 'How can you say that?
Romance lives by repetition-Each time that one loves is the
only time one has ever loved. Difference of obj cts does not
alter singleness of passion. It merely intensifies it-And
the secret ot lite is to re roduce the exp rience as otten as.
possible.' 2

In the course of the conversation on rotl8.llce, marriage became the next
subject.

Lady

arborough implies,

'I shall have to marry again to be in the fashion.•
•You will never marry again, Lady Narborougb,' Lord Henry

35
broke in.
en a woman marries again it is because she
detested her first husband.
en a man marries a a1n, it is
because he adored his first wife.
omen try th 1r luckJ
men risk theirs.
After Lord Henry had finished sermonizing love and marriage, Lady

Narborough made an implication upon Lord Henry•a oharact r in this manner,

'Lord Henry,. I am not at all surprised t,at the world ays
that you are extremely wicked.'
'But what world says that?' asked Lord Henryi- 1 It can only
be the next world. '1h18 world and I are on excellent terms. •
'Everybody that I know saY!J that you are very wick d, • the
old lady said indignantly.
Lord Henry looked serious for a moment. 'It is perfectly
monstrous,• he said,. 'the way peo le go about nowadays
saying things behind one's back that are absolutely and
entirely tr'\le. tl.
Lord Henry_, like

ilde• never bored his listeners by conversing too

long on one subject; he would always tactfully cha

e to another.

In

ilde's private life,. he frequently said that a "conversation should touch
on everything, but concentrate i~elf on nothing.n2
conversation is conoemed with romance and marriage.

In the last scene, the
Lord Henry's ex-

pressions on matrimony to Lady Narborougb were the exact words that Wilde

used on love and marriage in his

ersonal life.

'fuese expr ssion.s

y also

be found in ilde's "Humor and it." '!he malicious attack that Lfidy arborough made upon Lord Henry's character, according to Pearson, was an
actual experience that Wilde encountered while he was in

8W'

York waiting

for a cab to arrive, when an old acquaintance came up to him and remarkeds
1Ever,ybody

that I know says that you are very wic.iCed.'

Ude, llho seldom took people eriousl)r,replied, 'It is perfectly monstrous, how peo l go about nowadays saying

oodcox., .2E.•

fil•,

PP• 5

51.

things tehind one's back that

true.•

a.re absolutely and entirely

Because of Lord Henry•s brilliancy u a "talker,• he was seldom without an invitation to the parties and lwicheons of the dignitaries in London,
in a s:irnilar manner as Wilde.

Another striking characteristic of Oscar
beliefs.

According to

Ude was hiB pa nistic

ilde's biographers,. Hesketh Pearson,.2 Frank Harris,3

and Robert Sherard114 Wilda was a pagan who believed that the pursuit of

sensual pleasure was the highest aim in life,. and th.at every man has a. .
right 'to act according to his own desires and to follow where ever

temptation leads.
Ude exemplif'ied through h1a characters,. Lord Henry and Dorian Gray.

hie paganis tic beliefs. An illustration of ilde 's paganistic ideals of
life is shown through hia

counterpart, Lord Henry, whose attention baa

been drawn ton.rd Dorian Gray, a young male sitter of marvelou., beauty, in
the art studio

ot Basil Hallnrd.

Lord Henry,. the invisible

to influence Dorian with his Hellenic ideals ot life.

ilde, attempta

Lord H8Il17 eluci-

dates:
I believe that if one

n were to live out his lif fully

and completely,. were to give form to evocy feeling,. ex-

pressions to every thought-I beJ.1ev~ that the world would
ga.in such impulse of j07 that we would-retum to Hellenic
idP.a.l.-·'l'b11t only way to get rid of a temptation is to
1 Pearson, .22.•

£!1•,

PP• 172•17).

212!!!.,. P• 79.
~ Harrie, ~ Wilde . (W.chigam

chigan Stat Pres , l.959),

PP• 60-74.

4aobert Sherard, The IJ.fe o_t
Company,. 1928), P• Ja=Tlf. - -

scar Ude ( ew Yorks Dodd
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yield t.o it.

Resist it and your soul gz:ows sick with
longing for the things it has forbidden).

Lord Heney continues his unwholesome advice to Dorian Grays
Don't squander the gold of your days• listening to the
tedious trying to improve the hopeless future-I.1.vet
Livel the wonderful. life that is in youl I.et nothing
be lost upon you. Be lways searching for new
sensations-Be afraid of notltj.ng-A new lledon1sm1 that
is whai. our century lfants ••••2

In the quotation above, Lord Henry.,. the older man, represents Wilde,.
llhlle Dorian Gray, the younger man, correspond.a to the young male charactera
whom

Ude infiuenoed and corrapted in his personal life .. One particular

example of this nature occurred while Wilde was entertairling a group

male youths in tbe Cafe Royal in London.

ot

Han-is was present, and later

related the substance of Wilde •s conversation. Harris stated that Wilde
informed the youths th.at the "prime aim
pleasure .. "

or life

was the pursuit <:£

To illustrate hiS point, Wilde used the ancient Greek youths who

raced 1n the sunshine nude. Harris concluded that

Ude •s conversation

was eo obno,xious that he departed :from t;-."1tt company-.3

Wilde's comtemporaries, Winwar, .llartin Birnbaum., and lndre Oide,4

were among those writers who claimed that pagan Greece had a profot,1I1d influence upon Wilde's paganiatic belief's.

It was suggested that

Ude

studied religiously., Greek literature,. Greek philosophy., and Greek art and

became one of the best classical scholars during the Victorian Age.
Having been inspired by tho cl.R.ssice and arts of pagan Greece,. Wilde

lwude• ~ Picture ~ Dorian Graz, 21?.•

ill••

PP• .3.3-34.

2Ibid •• PP• 31•38.

"narris,. !?.2• 2-U•
4Andre Gide, Oscar Wilde,

l90S), P• 15.
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made several tours· thro

Gr ece to become mer acquainted With its

culture. Wild became intensely interested in the Greek ways of life

and accepted their E icurean Creed> "living for the

lee.sure

nd beauty of

Ude became absorbed in the Gr€ek gods and oddesses and adopted

life.tt

them for his sacred belie£, thus. leaving the "God of the Universe• completeiy out of his life.

ilde declared in his autobiography• Q!!_ -2;-

fundia, "My g ds dwell 1n temples made by hands, and within the circle of

actual experienoe. rtl
Ude illustrated through his characters, .Dorian Gray and Lord Henry,
the effects of Greece u on his paganistic beliefs .

Both Dorian Gray and

Lord Henry were engrossed in the Greek doctrine that ''pleasure is th

highest gt.ioo irt lifo, 11 in a similar manner as
Henry were irreligious like Wilde .

de.

Dorian Gray and Lord

Both Dorian Gray and Lord Henry be-

lieved in the stren h of the Greek gods; the same was, true in

ild ' s

personal life. Lord Henry, tilde's super e o, in Chapter thre of

!h!

1cture 2£_ Dorian Grai, de~onstrates his b lief in the pagan god of

Greece as he gives to Dorian Gray his paneir.,rio on the splendors of
youths:

Yoe, Mr. Gray, t."'ie gods have been good to you. But 'What
the gods give they quickly take away. You have only a
few year::: to live really and perfectly-wh n your youth
goee , your beauty will go with 1 t-Time 1s jealous of youDon I t squander the gold of your days-Live the onderful
life that is in you- Let nothing be lost upon you •
afraid of nothing
new Hedonism--t.h t is what our
century wants . 2
1 oscar 'Wilde, .Q!

PP •

ofundis (Nn York:

a.

P. Putnam's Sons, 1905),

42-43.
Ude,

!!l!

Piotur

2f. Dorian

Graz, 2£• ill_.,

PP• 37-38.

!oodcox

Chri t

W3S

artist · nd

ggested

at il e•~

an in ivid

ganism led h

and not divin •

r mantic figure in history.

To

to believe

.Ude, Christ .

.oodcox fur

:J

at J sua

a great

r s· gested

at

11d was 3trongly fascinated by the personality of Jesus Crist, even
to t

xtent of identifyin himself with him.l

also b lieved that th

1l
to

only a.y- for man to be Christ-like ~ as

"absolutely himself," to realize t! e perfection that is in him, and to

act accor

to his own d

ir s, f ollo ing where ever temp

tion may lead

him. , U e claimed that "sintt increases the experience of the race , and
1f

n r sists

in,

e

as to mak u.p for his repression in so:ne form of

comp nsa. tion. 11 2

·ua.e

.illustrate

through

awn intorpreta tion of a. c.."1.ri t-1

2f Dorian Graz,
to induc

araoters , Lord H nry and Dorun, his

is

e life.

In ha ter t

Lord Henry, an irreligious character, like

e of !!}_ Picture

Ude, attempts

Uorian Gray to secular practices, as he expounds his ~orldly

doctrin, in these ords,
The aim of
e is
velopment--To realize one'
nature perfectly-that 1 what we are here for. Sel.t'denial mars our lives-Every impuls ___,, try to strangle
broods in the mind and poisor.s us-The body sins once and
has done ith ito :um, for action 1s
m::>de of purification..... ,othing r emains thon but the recollection of a
r gr t--The only lfD.Y- to et rid of a tGmptation is to
yield to it. Resist it and your soul grows sick with
longing for the things it haa forbidden itself.)

oodcox, 21?•

ill•,

pp. 80-91.

2Rupert 1Iart-Davia, Lst:t~e~

and World, Inc., 1962), PP •
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s erted that during

inwar
visits to th

oma

ild ' s early m n.l}oo , he mad frequent

C tholio Church, and

Pope;- but it -was later di covered that
cspts

r r l i -;ious d ctr

by the 'bl!a.uty of· t

v

es

as blea .. ed sev ral t

ilde 1ra.s not int3r_.,.

d in any co

f any church; his mind had b-wn captivat d

Cat. olic rituals-the ri'.ll'lic , t.'le brlllhnt j

I

the priest s robe, and th

the

s b

embelliz. ment of the bu.Uding.1

autobiogra hy, ..!. Profund1s,

t.'1is to say about his own

elry on

7 ldo, in

1s

li ion:

Rclir,ion does not help e. Th faith ~ t ot.11 rs eive to
What is unseen, I give to what one can touch and look athen I think of religion at all• I feel BI would like to
find an order for those lfho cannot believe-Ir I have not
got it,. it will never come to rne.2

Wilde 's attractions for the Roman Catholic

orship, and his ir-

religic.us at.titude to'llard the doctrin¥s of t.)ie Church, w re , nifested

throu

his character• Dorian -ray.

L:i.lc

v1s·ts to the Catholic Churc.'1 and was greatly mov..?d by.,_ e b
Catholic rituals.

An ex.ample

or

e Roman Catholic rituals 1a

ut ~ of th

Dorian Gray's aesthetic attractio

ho:m in cha ter eleven of the novel.

following passages Dorian Gr&y

to
L'l the

resses himself r ·

It wa.s
or d of
once that h
as about to join the
ma.n Ca thol o Comunion-thc ri tu.al
d alwa:,s
eat

~ttraction :or hiln.

The daily sacriric, mor~ awful than

he sacrifices of
e antique :rorld etirred h-i -He lik s
to km~cl down on the "Ve;, ent and
tch th
l st in h~
flo r r l •.restment oving aside_the veil of th tabe
cle-But he ne r fell into the e?Tor 0£ ny formal

acceptance of cree •••• .3

·

ilde'a specific paganistic beliefs may be summarized as !'ollona
1. Wilde believed that the pursuit of ploasure waa t..'le prime aim of

imrar• 21?,• gll., PP • 97-l(J'( ..
Ude, !?!, Profundia , $?.•

Ude,

11!! Pictura

ill•-

PP •

~ Dorian Gray•

42-4J.
.2£•

£!1•-

P• 1$5.

life and that every man should act according to his desires and
ever temptation leads.

.rollow '#here

2. Wilde believed in the strength of the pa an gods of Greece , but
failed to believe in the 110od of the Universe."

J. Wilde believed that Jesus Christ wu an individual., an artist, and
a great personality.

4.

Wilde failed to believe or accept any form. of religious faith.

Wilde injected into his principal characters, Dorian Gray and Lord

Henry• all of his spec.1fic paganistic beliefs which the writer baa
illustrated from Wilde 's novel,

~

PiotUN

~

Dorian Gray.

Ude remained

a pagan throughout his life.
Paralleled to Viilde 's paganistic beliefs were his effeminate be-

havior and morbid experiences lfhich predominated the greater portion of
his life..

Pearson,. in his biography of Wilde, asserted that much of

llde's

character and actions have been attributed to his family life, and that.
Speranza, his mother, perhaps influenced him more than anyone else. Ha
further stated that Speranza was profoundly greived over the birth of her
son, Oscar, 'When she had anxiously awaited the arrival of a girl.

To

compensate for her disappointment• Speranza dressed Oscar 1n feminine

clothes, put jewelry around his neck,. and allowed his hair to grow long.

While other boys Oscar•s age were wearing knee-breeches, he ns still
wearing dresses.

Speranza continued to dress Wilde 1n this manner until he

was eight years old.l.
Robert Sherard, an intimate friend of the Wilde family, a
his biography of Oscar

Ude, that Speranza allCJ'lfed. Wilde to

gested 1n

ow up in the

society of her Royal guests, generally, ladies. Speranza, who loved

l

Pearson~ ~•

ill.•,.

PP • 15-23.
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ostentation, would often compel her guests to view him and lis
converse about Oscar's brilliance.
1ng off 11 came from hio mother.

Much of'

It

19'U

furth

n to her

ilde's fondness for "showpoin

out that when boys

Oscar's age were fast asleep in bed,. Speranza permitted Oscar to stay up
late for dinner} no matter haw distinguished her guests, haw much the

liquor flowed, or how freely the conversation flowed, "little Oscar" was
present.

It ap eared that Jilde WU educated in the ways of the world

long before such lmowledge was necessary.1

In Chapter one of The Picture~ Dorian Gray, Oscar llde satirically

portrays his mother, Speranza, as Lady Brandom, during a dialogue between
his two characters, Basil Hallward. 1 the artist, and Lord Henry Wotton, in the

studio of Basil Hallward.

Basil asked Lord Henry to give him a description

ot :r...ey Brandon, whom he had mat.

Lord Henry,. the invisible

Ude,

satirically describes her in this manner:

She's a peacock in everything but beauty•••• I could not get
rid of her •••• she brought me up to Ro lties, Stars and
Garters, and elderly ladies ••••She lionized me •••• I believe a
picture of mine had made a great euccess ••••She goes in for
g1ving a rapid precis of all her guests •••• Lady Brandon
treats her guests as an auctioneer treats his goods . She
either explains th~ away or 'tells one every thing about
them except what one wants to know ••••She says I harming boy'poor dear Mother, and I are inseparable.2

George

oodoox, in his study, stated that llde was devoted to his

mother and aware of the great pride that she took in him; but on the other
hand, he never failed to recognize her weaknesses.)
According to Lewis Broad, Speranza 's effeminate and posse sive treat-

lsherard,

.21?.• El•, PP • 3 47 •

~Ude, :!1!!_ Picture
%oodcox,

2! Dorian

Gray, 22.,•

.!?£. ill•, pp. 25-26.

ill••

PP•_ 21-22.
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d

e of twenty.

He further expl ined

at in th

adole cence• little had een recor
l ter ye

of

ild 's lif , hi

early

rs of

of hie effemin te behavi r•
havior h d been

ut 1n the

tteat d y

documents)..

e

At th

compl te his

f twenty•

•s

il

nts

ducation. Howev r, thi

the turning

oint in

ild '

influence of alter

11£ •

tep fo

Univ rsi

to

d s med to

Unfort.unat ly,

Ude r ll under the

t th t time an inetructor t the

ter, who

Univ rsity of Oxford.

ent him to Oxfo

Pater

crib d as a baneful aes

te who

f living

It wa

rously.

r ceiv

lld

or

On

during thi

t

nts that
l. behavior.2

during chlldho d began to crystalize into abno
the fir t indication. of

pearance at

t Oxford,

dr ss ball

hair long, Jm

re ches,

stockings• a.

Uk shirt with

lld •

effemina

"Prince Rup

rt."

h

lld

or his

v lV' t cot dged 1th br idJ black ilk

and a sunflow: r on his lapel

n ti,

wide turn d down collar; a lar
Ude considered h

lf a

1o

bl , well-

dres ed dandy.

his

st

tim •

Ude could boast of the youn men imitatin his
Ude, the

like

l

Tho

tio ar sand attr ct the attention of the public .

young

en bandoned th ir co t

i Broa , Th Fri ndship ~ Folll s of ~ ~ (
Y. Crowell Company, 1955} o • 95 •

2
Ib1d.

r

ort

m, but und their

Yorka

esthetic to peries.l
Striking similarities

ot Wild 's effeminate manner

throu h his character.. Dorian Gray. Li

own

Ude, Dorian Gray proudly exclub houses,

hibit d his clandyism in dress on the streets of London,. in th
and 1n the variou9 lunch roo

, the same as

hair long, lcne -breeches • . lo

silk stook1n

Ude.

Dorian Or y wore his

d a

,

Vi

lvet jacket ith a

lily or sunflower on 1ts lapel, in a simU.ar manner as 'WUde.
ri.an Gray

Wild ,,

to

Ag in lik

ok d gold-ti p d cigaret s and carr1 d a jn 1-

d walking cane as he p

naded downtarrn London.

In th

low, Dorian Gray boastru.Uy descr1b d his own dandyi m and opularity•

after having ntertained a
Oxford Universitie

n friends t:r

oup of his young

in a faeh1onable hou.ee party.

Eton and

Dorian Gray e thuai-

t1cally says of himself:
Ther

,v -...... "

the young men

t ncied w t they

tru realization of
din ton or Oxford days

Dorian Gray-th

type that they

:w in
d

oft n dr
type of r l cuJ.turegrac --distinction-- rfeot manners-~ hion--which is re...:Uy
fantastic
nd dandyism, which in its own adernity of
be uty, h
its fashion for him ••••2
Harris

tated that

U

always wrote in the third

of hims lf in th

.

rson and

third person, which accounts for h

character, Dorian Gray, sp aking in a
exp

s.sions ot

of O car

Ude 1n his personal 11.fei (1) his love

ness for dres

Ude,

or sell and

and (J) his dell •ht in ostentation for th• s

public att ntion.

1aolland1

t

rian Gray on may discern three traits

Georg

~• ~•,

!l:.!

u

B rnard Shaw, who

P•

58.

Picture fl! Dorian Graz, ~•

ill•

er 1

tical.

(2) hie fond-

ot tt ct·

ersonally, one
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asked him,
with

7 do you adopt such peculiar mode ot dressing?•

Ude;

a smile on his face, replied,
If you wish for reputation and fame in this world, and
succesa during you life time* you ought to seize every
opportunity of adVertising yourself-Fam ·
_

comes from one's ownselfJ you must go about repeating
how ft'ea t you are till the dull crowd comes to believe
it.
Harris suggested that Ud8•s reputation came to him, however, but not
in the sense

or

ethical or social values, but 1n the form ot his eff minate

behavior and wreckless living, which began to unfold at Oxford University
in 1878.

An indicat.ion of

Ude 's unmanly behavior was found in his

private rooms, which were located on the kitchen staircase o:r the building.
Wilde filled the mantle shelves of his room with a collect-ion of "little
blue China relies" and decorated his walls with pictures of undraped human
figures and drawings.

On week ends,

Ude I s room became the gathering

pla.c:e for many of his perverted young male associates.

ilde entertained

them extravagantly, serving intoxioa.ted drinks, cigarettei, Md .f'ood.2
Patrick Braybrookt who made a study of
when Wilde left

ilde's life, asserted that

xford with his degree, he d clared to his friends that he

was going out. into the world to make a name for himself, and that he
"wanted to eat of every tree in the garden or th world." Consequently,
Ude went. "out" and he did "eat"-until the plllars ot fate nclosed his

life.3
A few months after leaving Oxford,
daughter of a wealthy landowner.

lshaw, 2E.•....£!.:•,.

2aa.rris t

2£•

Ude married Constance Lloyd, the

Two sons were' born- whoa they named Cyril

PP• 61-62.

ill.•,

PP• 35..66.

3Pa.z.tick Bray'orook, Oscar Ude:
Company, 1909 )- pp• 120-1~
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and Vyvyan.

Unfortunately, before Wilde's marriage wa.s tour yea

old, he

had plunged again into h~ abnormal. behavior. Wilde became attached to

il.tred Douglas, a youth of marv lous beauty, and t he son of the Lord
Queensberry of England.

Ude 's in~imacy with Douglas helped to bring

about his downtaJJ..l
George Bernard Shaw, in

mories

2£ •Ude•

described

Ude as an

invert who was "seeking to cure the soul by the means of the senses and the
sensea by the means of the soul.•

Shaw further implied that

Ude ceased to

care about ethics ot any kind, and seemed to have said to himself

1I

will

resist nothing; I will be literally selfish; I Will not only be a rascal
but a monater.n 2
Percy Colson) stated in hi.a critical works that Wilde •s behavior became so discreditable that h.i.S marriage with Constance drifted apart. Col-

son described Ude as a bl-sexual, with a lean toward homosexuality,
which h

lock

claimed accounted £or his sexual behavior With both sexes. Have-

Ell.1s,4 1n bi

psy-cholog.cal study, implied that the homosexual 1.m-

pulse was present 1n Wilde from eh.:ildhood bl.lt remained in a latent form untU the latter part

or his

manboodJ Wilde's case, he said., was that ot

retarded inversion.
Basil Hallward,? 1n his Preface 12, Dorian Gray, disclosed that Ude
1Harris, .21?..

2shaw.,

ill.•, pp• 75-90.
.2.E.• ill•• PP• 121-125.

3Peroy Colson, Oscar ,ilde ~ $!_ Black Douglas (

81f

Iorki Hutchinson

and Company,. 1949), PP• 2.3-25.

~ Havelock,. Studies ~ the Psycholosz !!!_ 2!! (Pblladelph.1&1
F.

• D. Publishers, 1930), PP• 48=50.

~asll Hallward, !_ Preface !2_ Dorian Gray ( ~io r The orld Publishing
Company., 1946), PP• 9-l.0.
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made frequent visits to his art studio to watch his work advance, and that
during on

of his Visits, Wilde became enchanted by the beauty ot one ot

his male sitters whose portrait -n.s being painted. After the portrait wu
finished• Wilde remarkedt
grO'lf old."

'

t a pity such elorious c.reatur should ever

Basil stated that in the eyes of young men,

ilde could see his

own youth and beauty mirrowed 1 and that those things in his youth h had

resisted took possession of him.l
Ude 's character, ~orian Gray, followed a similar pattern of abnormal. behavior.

Like

.Ude,. Dorian Gray was a sexual invert. D U Hall-

fflU'd, the artist, i11itiated Dorian Gray into sex perversion; Robort Ross,. a

homosexual,.,

s

Ude 's !irst known master-mi.stress.

Wilde, plunged into a sea of pl sure,

Dorian Gray,. like

oeking "to cure the sou1 by the

m ans of the senses and the s~nses by means of the soul. 192
like •Ude again,. entertained young roa.le

rian Gray,

erverts in his "hous beautiful.J "

Ude entertained the pederasts, Robert Ross and Alfred Dou
The experiences that Wilde encoi.Ultered in the painter's

s ,in h1s ho
tudio 1n his

private 11fe 11 and as pointed out above, corresponded closely to those that
occurred in his charaoters.1 lives. Basil Hallward, in

ilde 's novel,. had

the sane name and occupation as the painter, Basil Hallward, in

ilde's

personal 11.i'e.
Lord Henry, a self-portrait of

Ude,

de frequent visits to Basil

Hallward 's studio to watch his painting of male youth progress, the
WUde.

Lord Henry was fascinated by the radiant beauty of a young male

l.tla.llward, 22•

ill•,

pp. 9-10.
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m•, PP•
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sit r, who e

was Dorian Gray,

ordinary b

nt7 of a 7oun

ild , llk is , was enchanted by the

e

itter, who e

ot disoloa d.

Dorian Gray allowed his madne s for youth to dominate hi.a lite, in the

r a

ilde.

UUa G unt, 1n his study,
behavior.

He declared t

time, went to

t

do nothing 1n

London, a

a no

• te ling the pressing ot th thr ds

U

or

depths in search of pl asure and forbidden experiences.

He turth r asserted that

trequ nt visi

a v1vid account of ·11d '

lite ass

Ude'

d

air of arro anceJ he would

t

ration except work. Gaunt as erted again

to the hoUBe

il

pro titute on Little College S

et, in

usky plac with burning incense and h vy dark cur

th

te parti s 1n which the gentle n w re introduced

to

o would do

an,thin tor on
and h

low

unt concluded that the only' difference betw n Ude

•

sociate

t.bat Wild h d talent.l

F.douard Rodit12: gav a further description of

11

•a

1n his work, Oscar Wilde. H pointed out that at t.h1s t
ched the age of fort7 and

d beco

a

,

d that

quented T ylor'a Ho e,. 1n the r d•

London,. and entertain d rostit tea and blao
sup rs, and ave th
society-. Roditi further as
and tav rns n ar th

y and
rted

doc ...........'U.:ll,

illiam Gaunt , 2£•

ill••

if

,

omc>Se:ICWI.J.:

limitation to his course of c duct.. .Roditi cl&
d

rbid b

ll

P• 112-120.

2Roditi,. o. cit., PP• 211-220.

ed 1n

and h d
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, under an
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merchants and sailors •
wh

s frequently followed by the blac

Ude

or money to ,save his reputation fro

he paid a considerable s

Uera
the ,

higher class of society.
Wilde injected into his character, Dorian Gr y, his

Like

oral behavior.

Ude, Dorian .Gray, being aware that his young manhood was swift.13

pass in away, resolved to "

enjoy it, in the s

ther his harvest" before he was too old to

nner as

Ude .

Dorian Gray, like Ude, tre-

quented the 1-oathsome dens and taverna or London ror

oral purpos a.

Dorian often visited the little "shabby houses" located between the giant
factories near tb.e shipyards, lmown as the red-light disctict of London,
where all forms of vice were practiced.

Ude, in his private lite, fre-

quented the .same place for indecent behavior.

Dorian Graf, like Ude,

sometimes spent the night 1n one of the prostitute houses with mercb.an
eallors tor illicit purposes .

Dorian Gray,

following description of an opi

Ude 111 alter e o,

an the

den tba t he frequented in London.

Dorian

Gray sayss
The door opened quietly and he went in •••not sa
a word
to the m1a-shapened f ur e who were flattened on • oor •
••• .Re entered a low room ••• once been a third rate dancing
s lon ••• the f101Jr Ti& a co79red with aaw dust •••stained b7
liquor. In one com r a saUor prawled over a table •••
by- the bar stood two haggard w n ••• in a darken
er •
••• The heaT.Y odor of opi
et h •••his nostrils
quivered with pleasure . l.

Dorian Oray-, 11.D W'ilde, at
alwa

pted to di guise h

ell', b the was

recognised by- the blackmailers lrhom he had to pa, to co c

reputation tram the upper class of society-, the s

as

ildll .

Stuart Muon~ who wrote a cma:petent account ot th• ueeneberr7 Case,

.

1n which Wilde wu the otf nder, claimed that the climaX ot

Ude , ~ Picture

2£ Dorian Gra7,

Ude'•

21?.• ~ •, PP• 213-214•

am
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debaucherous life came when the rumors of his scandalous reputation b gan
to spread around London.

Wilde was accused by the Victorian society of

corrupt.i.ng the lives of youths With his hideous behavior.

n and women ot

great titles and wealth, who had once enjoyed the pleasure of Wilde's

company, turned against him.
aharacter jec,red him.
ings .

Many of Wilde ' s associates ot lmr oral

Toe upper class hotels refused him board and lodg-

Fate had overtaken Wilde and driven him to the point where he could

realize that "what one does in his seoret chamber• one baa some dAy to er,
aloud on the house tops . • Wilde had to account for the lite that he had
lived 1n the Central Crimi.nal. Court of EnglandJ.;
During

Ude •s trial 1n the Criminal. Court, another explos1v came

that shocked the Victorian audience when E<:brard Carson, the prosecuting
attorney, disclosed some "love letters" that llde had written to l.ord
Douglas, the young son of

hU accuser, the

quis of Queensberry.

These

letters had been given to Carson by blackmailers whl.)JD Wilde had paid to
conceal the secret of his behavior.

Carson read the partial. contents ot

the f'ol.lmring letter,
••• It is a ma.rvsl that those red rose-leaf lips of yours
should be made no J.ess for the madness of music and song
than tor the madn s of kissing. Your slim- 11t soul.
walks between passion and poetry. No Hyaointhus follaiJed
so madly as you in Greek days •••• It is a lovely place and
only laolas you •• ,,
Yours,

o.car2

Following th reading ot ilde's love letter," Carson ael ted a
scene from Chapter nine ot Wilda' a

.!!'!!

Picture

2! Dorian

Graz to show t.h•

lstuart son, Ude, Three Tim.es Tried ( ew York: 'l'he
Company, 1912), PP• 150-161..

2iiart-Dav1s, .2£• _ill., P• 4>0.

crnU)an

50
,:,imilarity and s1gnif1cance of both writil)gs .

'!he dialogue of th nov l

WU centered ~ound the "love confession" of lid.e ' s eff mi.Date character•
Basil Hallward, a.ddressod to Dorian Oray, a young invert.

Car on read

these lines:.
••• Dorian, fro the moment I met you••• I was domina t d• soul:
brain, and pow-er by you. You became to me the visible incarnation ••• of a dream •••• I 1r0rsh1pped you madly, I grew
jealous of everyone to whom you spoke. I wanted to have
you a.U to myself. I was only happy when I 'WU with you •••
when you were away trom me you were always present in my

heart •••• l

These writings or Wilde served as positive evidence in establishing

his ull t as a man of low character, a corrupter of youth and dangerous to
the

ish society.

Ude was later convicted and sentenced to strve two

years at hard labor in tb prison

According to

ot Reading Gaol.

ilde ' a biographers., Pearson, Harrie &nd others ,

Ude

predicted his dmmfall eeverel. years before the writing of his nov l ,

Picture

~

Dorian Gray. which

was written

in 1890.

~

The7 stated tb&t ilde

began his abnormal. behavior as early as 1878 while a student at Oxford
University.

It ,ms al.so suggested that Wilde was well aware of the

Victorian more.:!. code which

trongly upheld ethical principles and oral

behavior• and the Obscenity Act which stated that any axpr saions

written that would impair th lives of others, the offend rwould
punished by imprisonment ot not less than two years .

!M biG

ttered or
be

phera

further asserted that Ude disregarded t.he Victorian oral cod and pl

to the dept.ha in corruptive living with t"Ull lmowle e that he wu
d stined to tallure . 2

2

Pe raon, 2P.•

ill•,

ed

51

-

During Wilde's imprisonment in Reading Gaol, he wrote his famous De

Pro.f'undia• a collection of letters confessing the type of life he had livod.
contemporaries, including Harris• Pearson and Shera.rd noolaimed it

Ude'

to be one of the most sincere works of Ude .

In ~ Profundis •

Ud. wrote

this of himselft
I had genj.us • • • di tinguished name •• .high social position • •••
I allo,red pleasure to dominate
•••• Tired of being on the
height., I deliberately went to the depths in s
ch £or
new sensations ••••perversity oame to me in the spher ot
passions •••• ! grew careless of the lives of others •• • • I
forgot that every little action of the co on day lcea or

unmakes ahara.cter •••• I endod in horrible disgra.ee.1
ilde's character, Dorian Gray• was affected by his scandalou:s
reputation 1n a similar manner as

Ude.

Stranee rumors of the dre dful.

thinas th t Dorian had done in his life orept through London-the ame
The loathsana dens. and opium taverns that Dorian had frequented !or

Wilde .

immoral

urposes had been

vealed to hi.Jn, in a similar manner aa Wilde.

Dukes and Duchesses a.nd other people of disti."lotion who had onoe considered Dorian the 1tl1mel1ght" of their society turned against him.

Ude was treated the

Sa?!le

my•

of Dorian 's aeoret associates be

his enemies-like Wilde's a sociates had become .

Dori&n• ll~

ly recognized "that sin 1s a thing that writes itself across a

ilde, final•

n's taceJ

it cannot be concealed. n2
In the final. stage of Dorian Ora.y' s corrupted living,
life, but a new life would man to confe s t

murd

e

ted a nn

of Basil Hallward,

who marred his life, the hypocrisy and vices ll'ith 1'hich he had been in-

volved, the evil influences t
that he

t he had exerted upon others, and lastly,

ould hav to suffer p Uc shame and public aton ent for what he
ild8 1 B!, Prot'Undia, .2E.•

ill••

PP• 62

Ude, ~ Picture 2!, Dorian Gray, 2E,•

J.

ill••

PP• 17.3-100.

S2
had conmdtted.

Rather than to confess, Dorian Gray chose to "de troy the

ast and free himself'. " Consequently, Dorian seized a knife and stabbed
his portrait-thus killing himself' .

The port.r it

s the image of his

soul.l
ilthough
never eo

or a

Ude injected murder into his character, Dorian Gray, he

itted murder.

wicked

Dorian Cray,. like l'fjJ.&,, b lleved that purification

oul came through punishment.

.

Having reaohed this decision,,

ilde chose to be pun:i.Shed by the horrors of a

Dorian chose suicide, whil

prison life, which later., according to Shera.rd,- vras greatly responsible for
his death,, 1fhioh

OCOUlTed

Nowmber 30, 1900.2'

The researcher bas ndeavored to how that the characteristic traita
r vealed in Wilde's novel,

~

Picture

2! Dorian

Graz., paralleled thoee

elements found 1n the author's personal lit and that through ilde'a
eharaeters, Dorian Gray and Lord Henry• a prophetic analysis of ~o
author ' s awn life was given.
to the reader that Wilde'•

Th.e researcher als<' attempted to oint out

.!!:!2. Picture fl!.

Dorian Gray represents a true

picture of lite; the desperate struggle of a man against the good and th•
evil; a man with 11 his faults, llhioh were grf!at• and a man with all hia
Virtues I lfhioh were greater.

1 Ibid., PP• 2$2-253.
2sberard, !m,• ill_., PP• 321-JJ0.

CHAPTER IV
SUM! RY AND O NCLUSI N

It was the purpose of this inv stigation to analyze Ude's novel,
Picture 2!, Do-5:ian Gray, 1n order to show t

!a!

t the author in this work re-

veals his own life .

It

s. assumed that many potential readers have avoided Wilde I s novel

because ot the author's reputation as a sexual. invert.

It was believed

that the
, biographical elements of Wilde's life revealed in passages of his
novel would enable readers to understand the true significance of its con-

tents the struggle or

agaiMt good and evU.

The study revealed that Oscar Ude

a product

ot the Victorian Age,

an era that was marked by prosperity, perplexities and progress, and an a

that ezperienced a great transition 1n thoughts and practices ot many
_literary writera.

'l'he investigation further showed that the Victorians

were governed by fixed moral. cod.es and that all literature wae suppoted to
"teach and uplift humanity. " Oscar Ude was one of the chief' opponent& ot
Victorian traditionalism.

He dieregard.ed the Victorian oral code and

wrote according to hia own thoughts- and feelings .
only novel, !!!!_ Picture

.2£ Dorian Graz,

shocked the

Victorian society and created &n outburst cf critic

Conaequently~ Ude' s

orality ot the
and oontroversie

ong many of Wilde 's contemporaries.
The research revealed that one group
ICernahan and others, claimed that

ot writers, including oOdcox,

Ude 'a novel was an alle orn another

school ot thought led by Kenllworth proclaimed that

ilde'a novel wu a

challenge to the Victorian soci ty, while a nother group ot writ.era, in-

S4
eluding

earson and Harria,. declared that the novel wa

the author•• auto-

bio raphy.

--------

'lbe investigation has shown that Wilde 's novel, The Picture of Dorian

Gray. con in d the tour basic element.a ot Ude's 11feJ these ele nts
were (1) bi.$ excessive love of beauty, (2) his humor and wit, (3) his
paganistio beliefs, and (4) his effeminate behaVior and orbid axperi nces.

These tour elements were toun~ abundantly 1n hia workB pre-

ceding the writing of his novel., .!h!_ Picture

2! Dorian Gray.

It was

further die covered that Wilde• s principal characters, Dorian Gray and Lord

Heney• were salt-portraits or Oscar Ude and that through these characters
complete revelation of

ilde's lite was shown.

The research showed that Wilde's excessive love of beauty wu demon•
st.rated through his lwr.urious. ho

surroundings-elaborate !'Urniture, ex•

pensive jewelry, perfumes and lovely flower gardens .

characters,

Wilde •

Dorian Gray- and Lord Henry, lived luxuriously. Both character possetsed
lovely homes• exquisite furniture, jewelry, perfumes, and beautUul. flower
gardens, the same as WUde .
The study has further revealed that Wild

acclaimed b7 many of his

contemporaries as the greatest conversationalist of his t
alert• brilliant, fantastic, and he could alwaya cha
his radiant hum.or and Wit.

as a "talker-"

eoause

or his

• Wilde waa

his listeners with

delightful personality and gU't

Ude was considered a "spotlight" in soci ty.

further observed that

It

1'U

ild& exemplified hrough his character, Lord H nrr,

his mastery ot the art of conversation. Lord Henry, l~

ilde, could

enthrall his listeners- with eloquence., and he could appeal to their intel

enee with humor and wit. Because of his brilliancy, Lord enry, like

Wilde , was 'a •limelight" 1n society.

ss
The invest at1on revealed that Wilde was a pagan, and that ha had
been greatly 1ntluenced b7 Greek philosophy, Greek art, and Greek
literature .

The study also disclosed that

Ude •a specific

anistio

liefs could be swmnarized as follows:

l..

Wilde believed that the prime aim or life was the pursuit ot
pleasure, and that man should not resist temptation but yield

to it.

2.

Ude believed that Jesus Christ was an ind.1v1dual, · an artiat,
and a reat personality.
Ude ' • faith was in the paean gods
of Greece .

3. Wilde tailed to recoc;nize

d ae a Supreme Being .

The research also disclosed that

Ude transplanted into hie principal.

characters , Dorian Gray and Lord Henry, his specific paganistic belief• .
Both Dorian Gray and Lord Henry were pagans and believed atro

Greek gods , like Wilde.

lieved t.hat pleasure

nry and Dorian Gray-, replicas

Lord

wu the highest good

ot Ude,

be-

in lite • . Both characters b

lieved ~ t temptation wae not to be reeisted.
Wilde,

1n the

Dorian Ora.1, the inv1.sible

aid that "art has a soul, but man hu not. " .

The research further revealed that paralleled to Wilde'• pagan1st1o
It was o -

beliefs were hia effeminate behavior and morbid experienc s .
served that Speranza,
ore than aeyone else .

ilde 1 s mother, influenced h1B etteminate behavior
dressed Ude in feminine cloths and

Spei-a

treated him as a. d liete , &irl ~,ntil. he was nine years old.
all

ociety- of h r Royal

ed him to grow up in the

Speransa alao

ests, who we

princi-

ly ladies .
The study also discover
Sp ransa , aa "Lady Brandon 1n

that
~

ild.e satirically portra

Picture 5?!, Dorian Oraz. and

d hi.a

ther,

at hie

character, Lord Henr;y, a aelt.portrait ot the author, de crib d Lady Brandon•• po se e1v
p

tre tment of h

ence ot her Royal gu eta.

and hor deli

t in uh1bit1n hill 1n

e

56
The investigation further reveled that th first indication ot Ude's

effeminate behavior occurred while he was a -student at -Oxford University.
ilde allowed his hair to grow long and made public appearances in hi
effeminate aesthetic attires • Wilde also held drinking and aex partie

hi.I apartment.

in

It -was observed that Wilde beoam attached to the pederast,

Robert Ross, who later initiated him into homo exual.1t1.
The research disclosed that after leavtng Oxford,

depths in corruptive living .

It was observed that

ent to the

Ude

Ude frequented the

"red light districts" in London and became involved in all typ s of vice .
The study further showed that the end of

ilde "s debaucherous life came when

his Ulioit relationship with Allred Dougla.s I the young son

ot ueensberry, was revealed.

ot

the

u1a

ilde was later convicted and sentenced to

two years in Reading Gaol.

The research further revealed that Wilde ' s character,. Dorian Gray•

toll01'f8d a s:lroilsr pattern of effeminate behavior and moral de neration
as

Dorian Gray, like

Ude bad followed.

in hie etfem.inate garbs .
hosiery.

Ude,. made public appearances

He woN long hair, knea-breechea and ladies' silk

It was observed that Dorian Gray, like

Ude, threw open his
It was

house for drinking parties tor his perverted young male tr1 nda .
also discovered that Basil Hall.ward initiated Dorian Gray into ho

behavior (Robert Ros::

ild~•~ first known mas

";.'llS

search also disolo ed that Dorian Gray, like
lite, frequenting places
oral. purposes .

ous lif

or

-mistress) .

Ude• lived a d

exual
The

ucheroua

vice 1n the taverns and dens in Londo for ia-

'nle study show d that the climax of Dorian Gray's

came When the

ecr t of his

oral behavior

Rather than to be punished by society, Dorian Or y co

Ude suffered hi punishment 1n the pri on of Rea

candal-

reveal d.
tted uicide.

Gaol and died in

51
1900, two years after his release from prison.

Thus

car ilde, in-

fluenced by the Victorian A e , portrayed himaelt and his

e through the

characters 0£ Dorian and Lord Henry i n ~ Picture 2!, Dorian Gray.
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